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Notice is hereby given that an Extraordinary Meeting of
Council will be held at Manly Chambers on
Thursday 7 July 2016
Beginning at 6:30pm for the purpose of considering and
determining matters included in this agenda.
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REPORT TO EXTRAORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING
ITEM NO. 2.0 - 7 JULY 2016

2.0
2.1

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS
Minutes of Extraordinary Council Meeting held on 16 June 2016

RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of the Extraordinary Meeting held on 16 June 2016 are hereby confirmed as a
true and correct record of the proceedings of that meeting.
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6.0

GENERAL MANAGER'S REPORTS

ITEM 6.1

REVIEW OF MANLY OVAL AND WHISTLER STREET
CARPARKS PROJECT - STATUS UPDATE

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES

TRIM FILE REF

2016/217409

ATTACHMENTS

1 Office of Local Government - Correspondence Former Manly
Council Extraordinary Council Meeting

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To provide an update on (a) the progress of the independent review of the Manly Oval and Whistler
Street Carparks project, and (b) feedback received in relation to the 12 April 2016 Council Meeting
held by the former Manly Council.
SUMMARY
On 12 April 2016, at an Extraordinary Meeting of Council, the former Manly Council met in closed
session to award the letting of contracts for (a) the construction of a carpark beneath Manly Oval
(Abergeldie Constructions), and (b) a 99 year lease of the Whistler Street Carpark and Library site
(Athas and Built Group). Subsequent to this, several community members wrote to the Office of
Local Government (OLG) to raise concerns about the manner in which the Meeting was held – in
particular, the procedures followed to close the Meeting to the public.
At the first Council Meeting of the newly formed Northern Beaches Council on 19 May 2016, the
Administrator gave an undertaking to conduct a review of the Manly Oval and Whistler Street
Carparks project. This undertaking was given in response to several adverse community
comments in relation to this project – that is, the project itself, its viability, and also their concerns
(mentioned above) in relation to procedures followed in facilitating the 12 April Council Meeting.
Deputy General Manager Corporate Services was asked to facilitate an independent review of the
project. The following firms have subsequently been engaged to conduct the review in a
collaborative manner – Value Network, and Ernst & Young. This report sets out the review scope,
and the roles and responsibilities of each firm.
At the time of writing of this Report (4 July), both firms are proceeding with their respective reviews.
It is anticipated they will be completed within the coming weeks.
On 20 June 2016, the Chief Executive of the OLG wrote to the General Manager Northern
Beaches Council outlining that the former Many Council had not followed correct procedure in the
way that the Council Meeting of 12 April 2016 was conducted.

RECOMMENDATION OF GENERAL MANAGER
That Council note the update on the Manly Oval and Whistler Street Carpark provided in this
report.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
On 12 April 2016, at an Extraordinary Meeting of Council, the former Manly Council met in closed
session to award the letting of contracts for (a) the construction of a carpark beneath Manly Oval
(Abergeldie Constructions), and (b) a 99 year lease of the Whistler Street Carpark and Library site
(Athas and Built Group). These two undertakings were identified in the Manly 2015 Masterplan,
and are linked as one project in that the Whistler St site lease will (retrospectively) fund the
construction of the Manly Oval underground carpark.
Subsequent to this, several community members wrote to the Office of Local Government (OLG) to
raise concerns about the manner in which the Meeting was held – in particular, the procedures
followed to close the Meeting to the public. A number of these community members have since
raised these concerns with the Administrator.
The former Manly Council signed Deeds of Agreement with the successful contractors – 26 April
with Abergeldie Contractors Pty Ltd, and 27 April with Built Development (Manly) Pty Ltd (Athas
Holdings Pty Ltd as trustee). These Deeds contemplate detailed contracts being drawn up in the
near future.
At the first Council Meeting of the newly formed Northern Beaches Council on 19 May 2016, the
Administrator gave an undertaking to conduct a review of the Manly Oval and Whistler Street
Carparks project. This undertaking was given in response to several adverse community
comments in relation to this project – that is, the project itself, its viability, and also their concerns
(mentioned above) in relation to procedures followed in facilitating the 12 April Council Meeting.
Deputy General Manager Corporate Services was asked to facilitate an independent review of the
project. The following firms have subsequently been engaged to conduct the review in a
collaborative manner:
-

Value Network (VN)

-

Ernst & Young (EY).

Value Network is a specialist Sydney-based consultancy providing innovative value adding
business improvement solutions and strategies to clients. Their principal partners have extensive
executive NSW public sector experience in the design, feasibility, management and review of
major infrastructure projects; and also in the tendering and contract management of public works
activities.
Ernst & Young are an international multi-services firm, providing advisory, assurance, tax and
transaction services. The partner commissioned for this review has extensive experience in
feasibility studies into large infrastructure projects, and in particular car parks.
Key documents relating to the project were made available by staff from the Southern (former
Manly) office in May 2016.
Scope of Review
On 10 June 2016, staff convened a meeting with VN and EY to determine the review scope, and to
determine roles and responsibilities. Table 1 below sets out the overall scope of the review, and
provides an indication of each firm’s role.
As can be seen in Table 1, significant effort will be put into robustly testing the overall business
case for the project, in order to give Council a level of assurance that the project is viable,
represents good value for money, and overall is in the public interest to proceed.
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Table 1: Manly Oval and Whistler Street Carparks Project – Review Scope
Review Area

VN Coverage

EY Coverage

Business Case

Linkage to Manly 2015 Masterplan,
and to original principles/objectives
Review overall project feasibility and
viability, including:
 alternate options considered
 risks and their impacts on financial
modeling
 Concepts, and their development
 all relevant approvals (e.g. OLG
Capital Works Guidelines)

Financial feasibility, including:
 Financial and economic modeling
 Assumptions
 Cost methodology
 Revenue projections.
Work collaboratively with VN to share
results and help inform overall project
viability.

 Financial feasibility and modeling,
including linkage with EY’s review.
Linkage between Business Case and
Procurement Strategy.
Procurement
Strategy

The preferred procurement and
Nil
contracting strategy is clearly
articulated, including the case for and
against, and adequately mitigates
risks identified.

Tender
Evaluation

This will consider:
 Adequacy of the tender
documentation, including
allocation of risk

Nil

 Adequacy of the tender
processes, including the extent to
which the tender evaluation
approached reflected the key
value for money criteria
 Selection of the preferred
tenderer(s), including negotiation,
financial closure and deed /
contract award
Project Delivery

Review of:

Nil

 The delivery of the project is
underpinned by a robust Risk
Management Framework that
remains current though all phases
of project delivery
 Project scope change
management i.e. the existence
and management of a project
change process
 How departures from the
Business Case rationale are
considered, assessed and
decided.
 How planning approvals are
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Review Area

VN Coverage

EY Coverage

proceeding, and how changes
required are being linked back to
the Business Case and overall
project viability.
Project Status

Confirmation of current contractual
Nil
status (deeds, pending contract
formation. liabilities).
Confirmation of other key legal
considerations – e.g. does the project
constitute a PPP (public private
partnership)

Status of Review
At the time of writing of this Report (4 July), both firms are proceeding with their respective reviews.
Additional documentation has been requested to help inform their enquiries, and these have been
provided. Preliminary findings will be made in late July, and clarifications with relevant staff will be
sought.
Correspondence from Office of Local Government
On 20 June 2016, the Chief Executive of the OLG wrote to the General Manager Northern
Beaches Council outlining that the former Many Council had not followed correct procedure in the
way that the Council Meeting of 12 April 2016 was conducted. A copy of this correspondence is
attached to this report.
Changes to the Code of Meeting Practice to clarify this will be reported to the August Council
Meeting.
CONSULTATION
The purpose of this report is to provide an update to Council on the progress of this review, and on
the update from the OLG regarding the 12 April 2016 Manly Council Extraordinary Council
Meeting. Further updates will be provided to Council as the review proceeds and is finalised.
TIMING
It is anticipated that the independent review of the Manly Oval and Whistler St Carparks project will
be completed in late July.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The costs associated with the independent reviews of the Manly Oval and Whistler St Carparks
Project are being funded from existing internal audit budgets.
SOCIAL IMPACT
In the interests of transparency with our community, the purpose of this report is to provide an
update to Council on the progress of this review and on the update from the OLG.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The review has minimal environmental impact, and by design is reviewing the adequacy of the
environmental assessments undertaken as part of the business case for the Manly Oval and
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ITEM 6.2

ADOPTION OF OPERATIONAL PLAN 2016/17

REPORTING MANAGER

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER’S (NORTH, CENTRAL & SOUTH) &
GROUP MANAGER STRATEGIC PLANNING

TRIM FILE REF

2016/178000

ATTACHMENTS

1 Summary of Submissions

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To consider submissions received during the public exhibition of the Draft Operational Plan
2016/17 (the Plan) and seek Council’s adoption of the final Plan. The Proclamation requires
Council to adopt an Operational Plan for 2016/17 by 1 August 2016.
SUMMARY
At its meeting on 2 June 2016, Council approved exhibition of the Plan and it was placed on public
exhibition for 28 days, from 3 June to 1 July.
Community members were encouraged to make submissions through a combination of face-toface consultation events; written notifications in the Manly Daily and on Council’s website; and
direct notifications to community members with an expressed interest in Council business generally
or in the operational plan specifically.
In total 57 submissions were received and the recommended response is provided at
Attachment 1. As a result of items raised in submissions as well as new and updated information
being available since the draft Plan was placed on exhibition, a range of amendments are
proposed to the Operational Plan 2016/17.

RECOMMENDATION OF GENERAL MANAGER
That:
A.

Council adopts the Draft Operational Plan 2016/17, including Draft Fees and Charges
subject to:
a.

the amendment to the Operational Plan detailed in Table 11 in section 5 of this report.

b.

the amendments to the Fees detailed in Tables 10 and 11 in section 4 of this report

B.

The adopted Fees apply from 1 August 2016 with the exception of the Fees for Business
Waste Management which apply from 1 July 2016.

C.

Council make the following rates and charges:
a.

In accordance with Sections 494 and 495 of the Local Government Act 1993 (the Act),
Ordinary and Special Rates are made as shown in Tables 2 to 4 in Section 4 of this
report;

b.

In accordance with section 496 of the Act, Domestic Waste Management Charges are
made as shown in Tables 5 to 7 in Section 4 of this report;

c.

In accordance with section 496A of the Act, Stormwater Service Management
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Charges are made as shown in Tables 8 and 9 in Section 4 of this report;
d.

Works on private land carried out by Council to be charged at the appropriate
commercial rate (cost of the works and standard oncosts to provide full cost recovery
plus a return to Council); and

e.

In accordance with Section 611 of the Act 1993 a charge on the person for the time
being in possession, occupation or enjoyment of a rail, pipe, wire, pole, cable, tunnel
or structure laid, erected, suspended, constructed or placed on, under or over a public
place.

D.

Council adopts an interest rate of 8.0% to be charged on overdue rates and charges.

E.

Council may carry out work on private land, either on request or by agreement with the
owner of the land, or under relevant legislation.
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REPORT
1.

BACKGROUND

The Northern Beaches Council was proclaimed 12 May 2016, hereby dissolving Manly, Pittwater
and Warringah Councils on that day.
A range of statutory instruments and guidelines provide direction for the amalgamation process:
namely the Local Government (Council Amalgamations) Proclamation 2016 (the Proclamation); the
Local Government Act 1993; and two Guidelines published by the NSW Department of Premier
and Cabinet (May 2016) which provide direction on the preparation of the new Council’s
Operational Plan 2016/17. Council must have an Operational Plan in place by 1 August 2016.
Council approved the exhibition of the draft Operational Plan 2016/17 at its meeting 2 June 2016.
In accordance with the Guidelines, the Plan presents an overarching structure as well as
consolidated financial information which brings together the budgets and financials of each of the
three former Councils. This is a first step towards integrating planning and reporting within the new
Council. Council will prepare a fully integrated operational plan for 2017/18 financial year in
accordance with statutory requirements.
Northern Beaches Council is required to adopt a new Community Strategic Plan (CSP) and
Delivery Program (four year budget) by 30 June 2018, during the first term of the newly elected
Council. In the meantime Council will continue to be directed by the Community Strategic Plans
and Delivery Programs of each of the former Councils, Manly, Pittwater and Warringah.
2.

CONSULTATION

The draft Operational Plan 2016/17 was on public exhibition for 28 days, from 3 June to 1 July
2016.
Consultation activities and events included:


Notices in the Manly Daily on 4 June and 18 June 2016



Direct notifications to community members who had made submissions on the previously
exhibited operational plans of each of the former Councils, or who subscribe to Council’s
email notifications



Promotion of the Plan and links to online documents on Council’s website



Hardcopies of the document available for viewing at each of Northern Beaches Council main
offices (Manly, Mona Vale, Avalon and Dee Why) as well as at all Council libraries



Drop-in sessions in each of the former local government areas:
o

Manly Library, on Monday 20 June from 5.30-7.30pm

o

Mona Vale Library, on Tuesday 21 June from 5.30-7.30pm

o

Dee Why Library on Thursday 23 June from 5.30-7.30pm
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The individual components of the Plan (i.e. Draft Operational Plans 2016/17 of Manly, Pittwater
and Warringah Councils) were publicly exhibited during March and April 2016 and a total of 37
submissions received on these plans. At commencement of public exhibition for this Plan,
submission writers were informed that their original submission would be considered for this Plan
along with any subsequent submission they may have wished to provide.
3.

CONSIDERATION OF SUBMISSIONS

A total of 57 submissions were made during the public exhibition. An overview of the submissions
and the key items raised is provided in the table below. A full summary of submissions and
recommended response is provided at Attachment 1.
Table 1: Overview of submissions
Key items (number of
Fees – Manly “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre (19)
submissions that raise each
Fees – childcare (7)
item in brackets)
Fees - community facilities (3)
Fees – other/general comments (5)
Upgrade of sport and recreation facilities – (7)
Support for transport infrastructure (7)
Dog exercise areas (2)
Budget format and transparency (3)
Major capex projects (4)
Environmental quality (3)
The fee schedule for the Swim Centre has been reviewed. A simplified fee is supported for the
season passes for the pool as well as a reduced fee for the Swim Centre crèche.
In relation to the other submissions on fees, the increase reflects the increased cost to Council of
providing the service and/or the increase in the consumer price index. There was also a suggestion
fees across the new local government area be harmonised. This will take time and a review will be
undertaken over coming months in order to provide an integrated fee structure in 2017/18 for the
community.
The Plan provides a works program of $152.4 million in 2016/17 for new and improved
infrastructure for the community. Submissions supported the planned works on Redman Road
Plaza, Dee Why, tree planting in John Fisher Park and upgrades of sportsfield lighting
There were also requests for additional investment in the arts, sporting infrastructure (synthetic
sportsfield, indoor sports facility, lighting, cricket nets/wickets) and active transport (footpaths,
cycleways, trails). A change to the Plan is not supported as funds are not available. However
projects may be eligible for funding from NSW government’s Stronger Communities Fund. Up to
$14 million is available for community infrastructure under this program and the allocation of these
funds will be determined over coming months.
Council is also responding to a number of issues operationally. These include improvements to
Harbord Heath at Freshwater and providing information and support for seniors and the roll out of
the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
4.

BUDGET 2016/17

4.1. Budget Overview
The Northern Beaches Council budget for 2016/17 projects total expenditure of $520.4 million,
including a capital works program of $152.4 million. It shows that our financial position is sound,
with a projected Surplus before Capital Grants and Contributions of $17.7 million.
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4.2. IPART approved General Revenue Increase
4.2.1 IPART have allowed a maximum rate increase to the total general-purpose rate income for
2016/17 of:




Manly related properties – 1.8%
Pittwater related properties - 1.8%
Warringah related properties – 3.0%

4.2.2 Consistent with the Local Government (Council Amalgamations) Proclamation 2016 the
rating structure and categorisation of land for rating purposes remains unchanged from the
2015/16 rating year.
4.2.3 It is recommended that Council adopt the maximum rate increase and in accordance with
Sections 494 and 495 of the Local Government Act 1993, makes the following Ordinary and
Special Rates for 2016/17:
Table 2: Ordinary and Special Rates 2016/17 – former Manly related Properties
Rate Name

Rate in $

Minimum
Rate

Ordinary
Residential

0.00157876

$802.20

Business – Manly CBD

0.00724213

$1,047.50

Business – other

0.00430116

$1,047.50

Manly Business Centre Improvement

0.00241471

-

Balgowlah Business Centre Improvement

0.00162325

-

Special

Table 3: Ordinary Rates 2016/17 – former Pittwater related Properties
Ordinary Rate Name

Rate in $

Residential

0.0016304

Minimum
Rate
$851.92

Farmland

0.0011065

$851.92

Business

0.0035588

$1,087.68

Business - Warriewood Square

0.0039657

-

Table 4: Ordinary Rates 2016/17 – former Warringah related Properties
Ordinary Rate Name

Rate in $

Residential

0.00150217

Minimum
Rate
$867.55

Business

0.00551861

$1,113.83

Business – Warringah Mall

0.00999512

-
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Business – Strata Storage Units
Note:

0.00640841

$510.88

Supplementary land valuations received during the exhibition of the original
Operational Plans has resulted in minor changes to the rate in the dollar

4.3. Domestic Waste Management Charges
4.3.1 Domestic Waste Management Charges for 2016/17 have been increased to reflect the
proposed cost of the service.
4.3.2 In accordance with Section 496 of the Local Government Act 1993, it is recommended
Council makes and levies the following Domestic Waste Management Charges for 2016/17:
Table 5: Domestic Waste Management Charges: Manly related properties
Service
Domestic Waste Management Service

Total Charge
$660

Table 6: Domestic Waste Management Charges: Pittwater related properties
Service
Availability Charge

Total Charge
$145

Domestic (Residential) Usage Charge

$598

Special Charge (some retirement villages)

$468

Table 7: Domestic Waste Management Charges: Warringah related properties
Service
Availability Charges - Vacant Land

Total Charge
$93

Per 80 litre garbage bin (first or additional
garbage bins)

$382

Per 120 litre garbage bin (first or additional
garbage bins)

$570

Service Increase Fee - applies when delivering
a larger capacity or additional bin, compared to
base 80 litre service or existing service level
Supply of additional vegetation bin

$26

$100

4.4. Interest Charges on Overdue Rates and Charges
4.4.1 The Minister for Local Government has determined that the maximum rate of interest that
may be charged on overdue rates and charges for 2016/17 will be 8%.
4.4.2 In accordance with Section 566(3) of the Local Government Act, it is recommended that
Council resolves to adopt the maximum interest rate allowed and this be applied to all
northern beaches properties.
4.5. Stormwater Management Service Charges
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4.5.1 In accordance with Section 496A of the Local Government Act 1993, it is recommended that
Council makes and levies the following Stormwater Management Service Charges for
2016/17:

Table 8:Stormwater Management Service Charges: Manly related properties
Stormwater Management Service
Charge
Residential – single dwelling
Residential - strata lots
Residential flats, community title,
tenants-in-common residential units
Business

Business strata lots, business
company title

Total Charge
$25.00
$12.50
$12.50
$25.00 per 350 square metres (or part
thereof) for land categorised as
business (excluding strata lots)
$5.00 or the relevant portion of the
maximum annual charge that would
apply to the strata scheme if it were a
parcel of land subject to the land
categorised as business charge of $200

Table 9: Stormwater Management Service Charges: Pittwater related properties
Stormwater Management Service
Charge
Residential Dwelling
Residential Strata
Business

4.6.

Total Charge
$25.00
$12.50
$25 per 350 sqm (or part thereof)
subject to a min. of $5

Section 611 Charges

4.6.1 That an annual charge under Section 611 of the Local Government Act 1993 be made and
levied for the year commencing 1 July 2016 on the person for the time being in possession,
occupation or enjoyment of a rail, pipe, wire, pole, cable, tunnel or structure laid, erected,
suspended, constructed or placed on, under or over a public place.
4.7. Fees
4.7.1 That the draft Fees 2016/17 reflect the fees exhibited by the former Manly, Pittwater and
Warringah Councils.
4.7.2 A small number of submissions requested fees across the new local government area be
harmonised. This will take time and a review will be undertaken over coming months in order
to provide an integrated fee structure in 2017/18 for the community.
4.7.3 Minor changes are proposed for some administrative transactions to establish consistent fee
across the area. Changes are also proposed in relation to the season passes for the Manly
Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre as a result of submissions. The two-tiered fee structure
for season passes for indoor or outdoor pools is proposed to be simplified with a single fee
structure for accessing both indoor and outdoor pools. A reduced fee is also proposed for the
Swim Centre’s crèche. These changes are detailed in the tables below.
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Table 10: Amendments to draft fees
Fee type
Dishonoured payment fee

Descriptions
Dishonoured Payment fee

Tender documents

Charge to recover Tender documents
- $150-$500k

$100

Charge to recover Tender documents
- $500k +

$150

Subpoena search fee first hour

$100

Subpoena search fee subsequent
hours

$100

Overdue library item

Overdue item - per day per item

$0.25

Replacement library card

Replacement membership cards

$1.00

Photocopying - selfservice – library and
customer service

Photocopy Charges - B&W - A4

$0.20

Photocopy charges - B&W - A3

$0.40

Photocopy Charges - Colour A4

$1.50

Photocopy Charges - Colour A3

$3.00

A4 black & white (per copy)

$0.75

A3 black & white (per copy)

$1.50

A4 colour (per copy)

$1.60

A3 colour (per copy)

$3.50

Subpoena

Photocopying by Council
staff

Fee
Bank fee

Table 11: Manly Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre - Amendment to Fees
Fee type
Full Season Pass - indoor
& outdoor Season Passes

Half Season Pass - indoor
& outdoor Season Passes
Crèche

Descriptions
Adults

Fee
$650

Concession

$402

Family

$975

Adults

$375

Concession

$222

Family

$550

Child entry per hour

$5

4.7.4 The fees are intended to apply from 1 August with the exception of the fees for Business
Waste Management Service. It is proposed that the fee increase for Business Waste
Management Service apply from 1 July which is the date when increases in the collection
contract and disposal costs are passed onto Council
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4.7.5 It is recommended that the draft Fees 2016/17 as exhibited, including the amendments
detailed in Tables 10 and 11 above be adopted and apply from 1 August. The fees for the
Business Waste Management Service be adopted and apply from 1 July.
4.8

Works On Private Land – Former Warringah Only

4.8.1 Council may carry out work on private land, either on request or agreement with the owner of
the land, or under relevant legislation. The amount or rate to be charged will be the
appropriate commercial rate – the actual cost of the works and standard on costs to provide
full cost recovery plus a return to Council.
5.

AMENDMENTS TO OPERATIONAL PLAN 2016/17

As a result of items raised in submissions as well as new and updated information being available
since the draft Plan was placed on exhibition, a range of amendments are proposed to the
Operational Plan 2016/17 as outlined in the table below.
Table 11: Amendments to Part A and B – Combined Operations 2016/17
Section

Amendments

Page

Budget 2016/17

Figure total expenditure of $484.5 million updated to
$520.4 million

10

Figure capital works program of $129.3 million updated to
$152.4 million reflecting $4 million for new assets from the
Stronger Communities Fund, $0.177m of additional costs
from the storm event in April 2015 for the South Curl Curl
seawall and $18.9m reflecting changes to the timing of
expenditure carried forward from the former Councils.
Merger costs and
funds

Since the draft Operational Plan was released the funding
and its associated requirements have been received from
the NSW Government for the New Council Implementation
Fund and the Stronger Communities Fund. Accordingly,
the final Operational Plan has been adjusted to reflect this
change.

10

Consolidated
Income Statement

Income from Continuing Operations – increased by
$23.248m

16

 User Fees & Charges – decrease by $1.752m due to
the introduction of one beach parking system for the
Northern Beaches
 Capital Grants & Contributions – Operating – increase
by $11m. $10m from the New Council Implementation
Fund Grant and $1m from the Stronger Communities
Fund Grant (being the Community Grants portion)
 Capital Grants & Contributions – Capital – increase by
$14m being the remaining $14m from the Stronger
Communities Fund Grant
Expenses from Continuing Operations – Increased by
$12.748m
 Employee Benefits & Oncosts – decrease by $1.752m
due to $0.834m in savings from two senior staff roles
and $0.918m in savings due to Workers Compensation
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Section

Consolidated Cash
Flow

Amendments

Page

self-insurance
 Materials & Contracts – increase by $14.5m. $10m due
expenditure from the New Council Implementation
Fund on transition costs and $4.5m has been allowed
for the 2016 storm event. This does not include the
costs and funding for the rock seawall at Collaroy
 Other Expenses – no change, however there has been
an increase of $1m due to Community Grants under
the Stronger Communities Fund initiatives and a
corresponding decrease of $1m as a result of savings
in insurances.
Cash and Investments of $152.5m updated to $161.3m.
Additional Cash of $30.2m. $10m from the new Council
Implementation Fund, $15m from the Stronger
Communities Fund, $2.5m from car parking contributions
from Transport for NSW and $2.752m from savings.
Reductions in cash of $21.4m. $1.752m from reduced
parking revenue, $10m for transition costs funded from the
New Council Implementation Fund, $1m for Grants under
the Stronger Communities Fund, $4.5m for the additional
costs from the June 2016 storm event, $0.177m of
additional costs from the storm event in April 2015 for the
South Curl Curl seawall and $4m for capital works from the
Stronger Communities Fund (the remaining $10m from this
fund has been apportioned after 30 June 2017).

6.

Cash and
Investment
Statement

A consolidated Cash and Investment Statement be
included in the Operational Plan

N/A

Capital Budget
Statement

A consolidated Capital Budget Statement be included in
the Operational Plan

N/A

Special Rate:
Improvement
Program – Former
Pittwater Local
Government Area

Delete the table Special Rate Variation Improvements
Program 2016/17

21

FINANCIAL IMPACT

The 2016/17 Northern Beaches Council budget projects a strong financial position with a total
expenditure of $520.4 million, including a capital works program of $152.4 million; a Surplus from
Continuing Operations before Capital Grants and Contributions of $17.7 million; cash and
Investments of $161.3 million; and Net Assets of $4.8 billion.
It must be noted that the Surplus from Continuing Operations before Capital Grants and
Contributions of $17.7 million includes the allocation of Rates for the period 13 May 2016 to 30
June 2016. This interpretation of accounting standard AASB 118 – Revenue allows for the
matching of revenue and expenses.
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7.

SOCIAL IMPACT

The Plan allows Northern Beaches Council to continue to deliver community services and capital
works in accordance with each of the former Councils’ Community Strategic Plans. It is expected
that there will be an overall positive social impact as a result of the Plan, with several major
projects scheduled for completion in the 2016/17 financial year. Additional social benefits will also
be derived from the NSW Government’s community infrastructure grant of $15 million as well as
expected improvements in service provision which will be possible through realisation of merger
efficiency savings.
Of particular interest this year is the opening of the first dedicated youth facility on the Northern
Beaches. The ‘Northern Beaches PCYC’ in Dee Why will provide much needed recreational and
informal leisure space for young people who consistently and for many years have asked for
spaces where they can get together. It will also cater for the wider community by providing
multipurpose community spaces and sporting facilities.
8.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

The Plan outlines a range of projects which will protect and enhance our natural environment
through management of beach and coastal issues, implementing catchment management
initiatives, and undertaking comprehensive environmental works in our urban and bushland
settings. There will be a net positive benefit as a result of the planned investments into our
environment, namely through upgrades of stormwater infrastructure throughout the local
government area; bank stabilisation project at both McCarrs Creek & Crystal Bay, Newport which
will enhance water quality of the adjacent estuarine ecosystem; and coastal and flood protection
works across the local government area.
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7.0

CORPORATE SERVICES DIVISION REPORTS

ITEM 7.1

MONTHLY INVESTMENT REPORT

REPORTING MANAGER

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

TRIM FILE REF

2016/207053

ATTACHMENTS

NIL

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To provide a report setting out details of all money that Council has invested under section 625 of
the Local Government Act 1993.
SUMMARY
In accordance with clause 212 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005, a report
setting out the details of money invested must be presented to Council on a monthly basis.
The report must also include certification as to whether or not the Investments have been made in
accordance with the Act, the Regulations and Council’s Investment Policy.
The Investment Report shows that Council has total cash and Investments of $216,461,707
comprising:


Trading Accounts

$19,034,431



Investments

$197,427,276

Performance over the period 12 May to 31 May 2016, is strong having exceeded the benchmark:
2.89%pa vs. 2.25%pa.
CERTIFICATION – RESPONSIBLE ACCOUNTING OFFICER
I hereby certify that the investments listed in the attached reports have been made in accordance
with Section 625 of the Local Government Act 1993, clause 212 of the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005 and existing Investment Policies.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Investment income over the period 12 May to 31 May 2016 was $304,220 compared to budgeted
income of $211,904, a positive variance of $92,316. It should be noted that this report covers from
the date of amalgamation on 12 May 2016 and therefore the investment returns reported are not
for the full month.
POLICY IMPACT
Investments are currently managed in accordance with the Investment Policies for the former
Manly, Pittwater and Warringah local government areas. A consolidated Investment Policy has
been drafted for exhibition during July.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES
That the Investment Report as a 31 May 2016 including the certification by the Responsible
Accounting Officer be received and noted.
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REPORT
INVESTMENT BALANCES
INVESTMENT BALANCES - NORTH
As at 31 May 2016
INSTITUTION

RATING

AMOUNT
$

MATURITY
DATE

INTEREST
RATE

Trading Accounts
National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

10,456,536

1.00%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

93,658

0.40%

10,550,193
At Call Accounts
National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,700,000

At Call

2.25%

1,700,000
Term Deposits
New castle Permanent

A2

1,000,000

06-Jun-16

3.00%

New castle Permanent

A2

1,000,000

06-Jun-16

3.00%

500,000

06-Jun-16

3.00%

A2

1,000,000

14-Jun-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

14-Jun-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

14-Jun-16

3.02%

A1

1,000,000

20-Jun-16

3.10%

Westpac

A1+

1,000,000

20-Jun-16

2.99%

Westpac

A1+

1,000,000

27-Jun-16

3.00%

Westpac

A1+

1,000,000

27-Jun-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

27-Jun-16

3.10%

National Australia Bank Ltd
New castle Permanent

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1+

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

500,000

04-Jul-16

2.93%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

04-Jul-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

11-Jul-16

3.08%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

11-Jul-16

3.09%

750,000

18-Jul-16

2.95%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

Bankw est

A1+

1,000,000

18-Jul-16

3.00%

Bankw est

A1+

1,000,000

25-Jul-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

25-Jul-16

3.09%

Bankw est

A1+

1,000,000

02-Aug-16

3.00%

A2

1,000,000

02-Aug-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

02-Aug-16

3.05%

Bankw est

A1+

1,000,000

08-Aug-16

3.00%

New castle Permanent

A2

1,000,000

08-Aug-16

3.00%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

15-Aug-16

3.10%

A1+

1,000,000

15-Aug-16

2.95%

New castle Permanent

A2

1,000,000

15-Aug-16

3.00%

New castle Permanent

A2

1,000,000

22-Aug-16

3.00%

New castle Permanent

A2

750,000

22-Aug-16

2.85%

ING Bank Australia Limited

A2

1,000,000

29-Aug-16

2.97%

ING Bank Australia Limited

A2

1,000,000

05-Sep-16

3.00%

A1+

1,000,000

12-Sep-16

2.72%

A2

1,000,000

26-Sep-16

3.00%

A1+

1,000,000

04-Oct-16

2.72%

IMB Society

A2

1,000,000

24-Oct-16

2.90%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

31-Oct-16

2.95%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

28-Nov-16

3.00%

New castle Permanent

Bankw est

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd
IMB Society
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

35,500,000
TOTAL Cash and INVESTMENTS

47,750,193
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INVESTMENT BALANCES - CENTRAL
As at 31 May 2016
INSTITUTION

RATING

AMOUNT
$

MATURITY
DATE

INTEREST
RATE

Trading Accounts
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

4,016,701

1.60%

4,016,701
At Call Accounts
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

4,916,926

At Call

1.55%

22-Aug-22

2.445%

4,916,926
Mortgage Backed Securities
Weighted Avg Life *
Emerald Series 2006-1 Class A

AAA

1,066,421
1,066,421

Term Deposits
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

02-Jun-16

2.77%

A1

1,000,000

07-Jun-16

3.00%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

2,000,000

16-Jun-16

2.86%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

2,000,000

20-Jun-16

2.95%

A1

1,000,000

24-Jun-16

3.10%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

28-Jun-16

2.78%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

04-Jul-16

2.80%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

07-Jul-16

3.00%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

11-Jul-16

3.00%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

13-Jul-16

2.92%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

19-Jul-16

2.95%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

21-Jul-16

3.00%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

25-Jul-16

3.00%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

26-Jul-16

3.10%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

01-Aug-16

3.00%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

2,000,000

03-Aug-16

2.95%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

500,000

09-Aug-16

3.07%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

10-Aug-16

2.90%

A1+

1,000,000

12-Aug-16

2.92%

A2

1,000,000

12-Aug-16

2.95%

A1+

2,000,000

23-Aug-16

2.95%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

2,000,000

01-Sep-16

2.85%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

06-Sep-16

2.95%

A1+

1,000,000

12-Sep-16

2.91%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd
Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd
Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

19-Sep-16

3.00%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

2,000,000

20-Sep-16

2.95%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

22-Sep-16

2.94%

A2

1,000,000

26-Sep-16

3.00%

A1+

1,000,000

04-Oct-16

3.00%

A2

1,000,000

04-Oct-16

2.80%

Bank of Queensland Ltd
National Australia Bank Ltd
Bank of Queensland Ltd
Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

07-Oct-16

3.10%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

10-Oct-16

3.08%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

2,000,000

18-Oct-16

2.94%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

25-Oct-16

2.95%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

28-Oct-16

3.10%

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

01-Nov-16

2.91%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

04-Nov-16

3.10%

A2

2,000,000

09-Nov-16

3.00%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd
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INVESTMENT BALANCES - CENTRAL (continued)
As at 31 May 2016
INSTITUTION

RATING

AMOUNT
$

MATURITY
DATE

INTEREST
RATE

Term Deposits (continued)
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

15-Nov-16

2.93%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

18-Nov-16

3.00%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

28-Nov-16

3.00%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

30-Nov-16

3.00%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

2,000,000

05-Dec-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

09-Dec-16

3.06%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

13-Dec-16

2.95%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

16-Dec-16

3.08%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

19-Dec-16

3.00%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

20-Dec-16

2.90%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

05-Jan-17

3.08%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

16-Jan-17

3.09%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

20-Jan-17

3.00%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

3,000,000

24-Jan-17

3.00%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

24-Jan-17

3.10%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

30-Jan-17

3.00%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

2,000,000

07-Feb-17

3.05%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

2,000,000

13-Feb-17

3.10%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

21-Feb-17

3.10%

ING Bank Australia Limited

A2

1,000,000

27-Feb-17

3.10%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

2,000,000

28-Feb-17

2.95%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

07-Mar-17

3.12%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

21-Mar-17

3.10%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

31-Mar-17

3.12%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

12-Apr-17

3.12%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

28-Apr-17

2.90%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

2,000,000

02-May-17

3.20%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

2,000,000

16-May-17

3.00%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

2,000,000

30-May-17

3.00%

83,500,000
Kim briki Environm ental Enterprises Pty Ltd
Trading Accounts
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,144,655

1.55%

1,144,655
At Call Accounts
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

4,124,568

At Call

1.35%

4,124,568
Term Deposits
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

17-Jun-16

2.75%

Westpac

A1+

8,121,960

10-Aug-16

2.75%

9,121,960
TOTAL Cash and INVESTMENTS

107,891,230

* Weighted Average Life is the anticipated date of repayment of Council's full principal in mortgage backed securities based
upon the expected repayment of a critical balance of underlying mortgages.Weighted Average Life is calculated by professional
Council's investment policy recognises Weighted Average Life dates as appropriate maturity dates for these securities.
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INVESTMENT BALANCES - SOUTH
As at 31 May 2016
INSTITUTION

RATING

AMOUNT
$

MATURITY
DATE

INTEREST
RATE

Trading Accounts
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

3,322,882

1.85%

3,322,882
At Call Accounts
Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

A1+

5,370,248

At Call

1.80%

AMP

A1

2,109,464

At Call

2.55%

Macquarie Bank

A1

62,477

At Call

1.90%

7,542,189
Term Deposits
National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

01-Jun-16

2.92%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

719,877

07-Jul-16

3.00%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

28-Jul-16

3.06%

Bankw est

A1+

1,000,000

03-Aug-16

2.95%

Bankw est

A1+

1,000,000

03-Aug-16

2.85%

Bankw est

A1+

1,000,000

03-Aug-16

2.85%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

04-Aug-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

04-Aug-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

04-Aug-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

04-Aug-16

2.80%

Beyond Bank

A2

1,000,000

04-Aug-16

3.10%

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

A2

235,335

09-Aug-16

2.85%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

16-Aug-16

3.05%

AMP

A1

1,000,000

17-Aug-16

3.00%

AMP

A1

1,000,000

17-Aug-16

3.00%

Westpac

A1+

1,000,000

18-Aug-16

3.04%

Westpac

A1+

1,000,000

18-Aug-16

3.04%

Westpac

A1+

1,000,000

18-Aug-16

3.04%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

22-Aug-16

3.05%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

22-Aug-16

3.05%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

22-Aug-16

3.03%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

22-Aug-16

3.03%

Rural Bank

A2

1,000,000

30-Aug-16

3.05%

Rural Bank

A2

1,000,000

30-Aug-16

3.05%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

02-Sep-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

02-Sep-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

02-Sep-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

02-Sep-16

2.80%

Suncorp-Metw ay Ltd

A1

1,000,000

05-Sep-16

3.10%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

03-Oct-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

03-Oct-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

03-Oct-16

2.80%

ANZ

A1+

1,000,000

03-Oct-16

2.80%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

04-Oct-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

04-Oct-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

04-Oct-16

3.00%

Ausw ide Bank

A2

1,000,000

31-Oct-16

3.12%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

01-Nov-16

3.00%
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INVESTMENT BALANCES - SOUTH (continued)
As at 31 May 2016
INSTITUTION

RATING

AMOUNT
$

MATURITY
DATE

INTEREST
RATE

Term Deposits
National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

01-Nov-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

01-Nov-16

3.00%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

02-Nov-16

2.95%

Bank of Queensland Ltd

A2

1,000,000

02-Nov-16

2.95%

Westpac

A1+

1,000,000

04-Nov-16

2.74%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

21-Nov-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

21-Nov-16

3.00%

National Australia Bank Ltd

A1+

1,000,000

21-Nov-16

3.00%

Ausw ide Bank

A2

1,000,000

04-May-17

3.12%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

05-May-17

3.00%

Members Equity Bank Ltd

A2

1,000,000

05-May-17

3.00%

People's Choice Credit Union

A2

1,000,000

05-May-17

3.10%

People's Choice Credit Union

A2

1,000,000

05-May-17

3.10%

49,955,212
60,820,283

TOTAL Cash and INVESTMENTS

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE VS. BENCHMARK
Investment
Portfolio Return
(%pa)*

Benchmark:
Bloomberg AusBond
Bank Bill Index

Benchmark:
11am Cash Rate
**

1 Month

2.89%

2.25%

1.75%

3 Months

N/A

N/A

N/A

6 Months

N/A

N/A

N/A

2.89%

2.25%

1.75%

N/A

N/A

N/A

FYTD
12 Months

* Excludes trading account balances
** This benchmark relates to Cash Fund holdings

MONTHLY INVESTMENT INCOME* VS. BUDGET
31 May 16
$
Investment Income

Year to Date
$

300,681

300,681

3,539

3,539

Total Investment Income

304,220

304,220

Budgeted Income

211,904

211,904

Adjustment for Fair Value

*Includes all cash and investment holdings
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ECONOMIC NOTES
(Source: Extracted from information supplied by Laminar Capital Pty Ltd)

Signs of moderate improvement in US economic activity through May have been sufficient for the
Federal Reserve to hint at resumption of their slow rate-hiking process in June. Elsewhere, the
opposite has been the case with indications that economic growth is struggling and policymakers
are considering easing policy settings. In Australia, a much lower than expected Quarter 1 inflation
report paved the way for the RBA to revise downwards its annual inflation forecasts and cut its
cash rate at its May policy meeting by 25bps to 1.75%. The extent of the downward revisions to the
RBA’s inflation forecasts hints at more cash rate cuts later this year.
In the United States, economic growth softened in Q1 to 0.8% annualised pace from 1.4% in
Quarter 4 2015, but April economic readings point to accelerating growth in Quarter 2. Indicators
related to home building activity in particular lifted strongly in April. New home sales lifted by 16.6%
month-on-month to the strongest level since early 2008. Pending home sales jumped by 5.1%
month-on-month, pointing to more strong sales in the months ahead. April housing starts lifted by
6.6% month-on-month and housing permits by 3.6%. Apart from new housing activity, April
readings of retail sales, +1.3% month-on-month and up 0.8% excluding automobile sales and
industrial production, up 0.7% month-on-month were stronger too.
In China, the promise of stronger growth ahead contained in better-than-expected March economic
readings was dashed in mostly softer-than-expected April readings. April fixed asset investment
spending slipped to +10.5% year-on-year from +10.7% in March. Most analysts expected
acceleration given a variety of fiscal spending initiatives announced over recent months. April
industrial production slipped to +6.0% year-on-year from +6.8% in March and April retail sales
were up 10.1% year-on-year decelerating from 10.5% in March. Policymakers in China have been
well positioned in the past to respond to softer economic conditions by easing policy settings. They
may be less able to respond this time as there are some signs that earlier policy easing has been
counter-productive, reigniting residential property price inflation and fostering unacceptably high
risk lending by banks in China to those borrowers chasing asset price inflation.
In Europe, economic readings remain consistent with annual GDP growth running at mid-1%
annual pace. After easing monetary policy further at its early March policy meeting, the ECB left
policy unchanged at its April meeting, much as expected, and seems unlikely to change policy at
its June meeting even though it will be revisiting its economic forecasts at that meeting. In Europe,
the two biggest economic problems are high unemployment and price deflation. Both problems
continue to moderate – the unemployment rate was down to 10.2% in March and the headline CPI
showed annual change of -0.2% year-on-year in April, but is expected to improve slightly in May to
-0.1% year-on-year.
In Australia, the first part of May was dominated by the RBA’s decision cutting the cash rate 25bps
to a new record low 1.75%, the Government’s budget that essentially left the overall stance of
budgetary policy unchanged – although with a range of potential winners and losers from budget
announcements – closely followed by the announcement that the Federal election would be held
on 2nd July. Ahead of these various announcements the economy was showing signs of gathering
a touch of momentum according to March economic readings, although with the labour market
losing momentum and with continuing very low growth in wages. Turning to the key March
readings, home building approvals lifted by 3.7% month-on-month, retail sales rose by 0.4%
month-on-month, and the international trade deficit narrowed sharply to $A2.2 billion from $A3.0
billion, the improvement mostly driven by a 4% lift in exports in the month.
The investment portfolio return over the period 12 May to 31 May was 2.89% versus the Ausbond
bank bill index return of 2.25%.
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ITEM 7.2

INVESTMENT AND RATES AND ANNUAL CHARGES HARDSHIP
POLICIES

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES

TRIM FILE REF

2016/204057

ATTACHMENTS

1 Draft Investment Policy (Included In Attachments Booklet)
2 Draft Rates and Annual Charges Hardship Policy (Included In
Attachments Booklet)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To approve for exhibition draft Investment and Rates and Annual Charges Hardship Policies.
SUMMARY
An Investment Policy and a Rates and Annual Charges Hardship Policy are key financial policies
which provide comprehensive guidelines for Council’s staff and management to ensure best
practice financial management and that appropriate fiscal responsibility is exercised.
The draft Investment Policy ensures that Council complies with the Local Government Act 1993
(the Act), the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 (LGGR) and the Ministerial Investment
Orders and provides a framework to ensure it, or its representatives, exercise care, diligence and
skill that a prudent person would exercise in investing council funds.
The draft Rates and Annual Charges Hardship Policy recognises Council has a responsibility to
recover monies owing to it in a timely, efficient and effective manner to finance its operations and
ensure effective financial management. However it also recognises that there are cases of genuine
financial hardship requiring respect and compassion in special circumstances and therefore the
need for a policy that establishes guidelines for assessment of a hardship application applying the
principles of fairness, integrity, confidentiality and compliance with statutory requirements.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES
That Council:
A.

Endorse the Draft Investment Policy for public exhibition for a period of 28 days.

B.

Endorse the Draft Rates and Annual Charges Hardship Policy for public exhibition for a
period of 28 days.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
Investment Policy
The Local Government Code of Accounting Practice and Financial Reporting Guidelines require a
council to maintain an investment policy. The Code recommends that Councils establish an
investment strategy as part of its overall plan and have a process to regularly review the strategy
which should be undertaken at least annually.
Council’s strategy will be to work exclusively within the Minister’s guidelines, minimising risk and
following rigorous contemporary standards of investment practice to review market conditions, and
protect Council’s interest and the assets of our ratepayers and residents.
The Investment Policy primarily sets out to:


Establish a clear understanding of investment goals and objectives.



Define and assign responsibilities for investing activities.



Offer guidance and define limitations regarding the investment of assets.



Manage assets in accordance with the relevant legislation, prudential standards and
regulations.



Establish the relevant investment horizon for which the assets will be managed.



Establish a basis of evaluating and monitoring investment performance.

From Council’s perspective we are seeking to implement a policy that will:


Ensure the security of Council funds by setting parameters for exposure to credit risk and
duration risk within the investment portfolio;



Subject to those constraints and Council’s liquidity requirements, maximise the earnings from
the portfolio; and



Establish a framework for monitoring the investments and comparing performance to
appropriate benchmarks.

There are a number of important components to be aware of in the development of an investment
policy. Typically these would include:


Legislation – all Councils have specific legislative and/or statutory regulations that prescribe
a certain amount of information relating to investments. An investment policy must be drafted
with these prescribed regulations in mind.



Approved Investments – typically guidance is given in the applicable legislation as to the
types of securities that can be invested in. The investment policy is used to clarify what types
of investments we can make.



Diversification Limits/Investment Restrictions – typically these are used to establish an
appropriate level of diversification within investment portfolios. Generally there are two main
components relating to diversification of the portfolio. Firstly, asset allocation is the process of
setting overall portfolio guidelines as to the exposure to different asset classes to optimise
the risk/reward trade-off based on our specific situation and goals. Secondly, diversification
guidelines relating to exposure within each asset class, that is, the maximum allocation to a
particular security/institution. In many cases, a maximum term of investment is also specified.
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Council’s draft Investment Policy has been prepared in accordance with the Office of Local
Government’s Investment Guidelines with the underlying purpose to ensure Council maintains an
investment policy that complies with the Local Government Act 1993, the Local Government
(General) Regulation 2005 (LGGR) and the Ministerial Investment Order and ensures it or its
representatives exercise care, diligence and skill that a prudent person would exercise in investing
council funds.
The principal elements of the proposed Investment Policy are as follows:
Investment Strategy
An Investment Strategy will run in conjunction with the Investment Policy. The Investment Strategy
will be reviewed once a year. The Strategy will outline:


Council’s cash flow expectations;



Optimal target allocation of investment types, credit rating exposure and term to maturity
exposure; and



Appropriateness of overall investment types for Council’s portfolio.

Investment Advisor
Council’s investment advisor must be approved by Council and licensed by the Australian
Securities and Investment Commission. The advisor must be an independent person who has no
actual or potential conflict of interest in relation to investment products being recommended and is
free to choose the most appropriate product within the terms and conditions of the investment
policy.
Approved Investments
Investments are limited to those allowed by the Ministerial Investment Order.
Prohibited Investments
The investment policy prohibits but is not limited to any investment carried out for speculative
purposes, including;


Derivative based instruments;



Principal only investments or securities that provide potentially nil or negative cash flow; and



Stand alone securities issued that have underlying futures, options, forwards contracts and
swaps of any kind.

This policy also prohibits the use of leveraging (borrowing to invest) of an investment.
Prudent Person Standard
The investment will be managed with the care, diligence and skill that a prudent person would
exercise. As trustees of public monies, officers are to manage Council’s investment portfolios to
safeguard the portfolio in accordance with the spirit of this Investment Policy, and not for
speculative purposes.
Ethics and Conflicts of Interest
Officers shall refrain from personal activities that would conflict with the proper execution and
management of Council’s investment portfolio. This policy requires officers to disclose any conflict
of interest to the General Manager.
Independent advisors are also required to declare that they have no actual or perceived conflicts of
interest.
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Guidelines
The following Guidelines are key elements of the Policy:


Risk Management Guidelines - Investments are expected to achieve a market average rate
of return in line with Council’s risk tolerance including Preservation of Capital, Diversification,
Market Risk, Liquidity Risk, Maturity Risk and Leveraging Risk.



Credit and Maturity Guidelines - Investments are to comply with three key criteria relating
to the Overall Portfolio Credit Framework (to limit overall credit exposure of the portfolio),
Institutional Credit Framework (limit exposure to individual institutions based on their credit
ratings) and Term to Maturity Framework (limits based upon maturity of securities).

Reporting Requirements
The following reporting requirements are key elements of the Policy:


Reporting and Reviewing of Investments - All investments are to be appropriately
recorded in Council’s financial records and reconciled at least on a monthly basis. A monthly
report will be provided to Council. The report will detail the investment portfolio in terms of
performance, percentage exposure of total portfolio, maturity date and changes in market
value. This Investment Policy will be reviewed at least once a year or as required in the event
of legislative changes. The Investment Policy may also be changed as a result of other
amendments that are to the advantage of the Council and in the spirit of this policy. Any
amendment to the Investment Policy must be by way of Council resolution.



Measurement - The investment return for the portfolio is to be regularly reviewed by an
independent financial advisor by assessing the market value of the portfolio. The market
value is to be assessed at least once a month to coincide with monthly reporting. Any
changes to the market value that has not been accounted for will be brought to account on a
mark-to-market basis.



Performance Benchmarks - The performance of the investment portfolio shall be measured
against the industry standard AusBond Bank Bill Index and/or the Official Cash Rate.

Rates and Annual Charges Policy
Council acknowledges that ratepayers will, for various reasons from time to time, fail to pay rates
when they become due and payable to Council. It is not the intention to cause hardship to any
ratepayer through Council’s recovery procedures and consideration will be given to acceptable
arrangements to clear the debt prior to the end of the current financial year, where possible.
The proposed policy recognises that due to exceptional circumstances, owners may at times
encounter difficulty in paying rates and charges as they fall due, or adhere to a regular payment
arrangement. This policy provides the framework to be followed to provide assistance to those
owners who are suffering genuine financial hardship.
The Act provides Council with the following options for providing assistance to ratepayers who are
finding it difficult to pay their rates and charges because of financial hardship:
1.

Assistance by Periodical Payment Arrangements (Section 564)

2.

Assistance by writing off accrued interest and costs (Section 567)

3.

Assistance to extend pensioner concession to avoid hardship (Section 577)

4.

Abandonment of Pensioners’ Rates and Charges (Section 582)

5.

Assistance due to General Revaluation of the Local Government Area (Section 601)

6.

Deferral of Recovery Proceedings against Eligible Pensioners (Section 712)
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The draft policy is in line with the guidelines recommended by the Local Government & Shires
Association in August 2011.
CONSULTATION
That Council endorse the draft policies to go on public exhibition for a period of 28 days.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Nil
SOCIAL IMPACT
The Rates and Annual Charges Hardship Policy will ensure Council has clear guidelines for
assessment of a hardship application applying the principles of fairness, integrity, confidentiality
and compliance with statutory requirements.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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ITEM 7.3

NORTHERN BEACHES PARKING PERMIT SCHEME

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES

TRIM FILE REF

2016/194401

ATTACHMENTS

1 Draft Beach Parking Permit Scheme Policy

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To seek Council approval to publicly exhibit the draft Northern Beaches Beach Parking Permit
Scheme Policy (NBBPPSP).
SUMMARY
At the Extraordinary Council meeting on 19 May 2016 the Administrator resolved to implement one
beach parking permit across the Northern Beaches.
The beach parking permits allow for free parking in designated council operated pay and display
car parks. The policy provides a framework for council staff to determine eligibility for the
allocation of parking permits including the provision of additional permits, the replacement of
permits and the locations where permits are valid.
This policy will replace the three former council’s beach parking permit policies, which will be
rescinded once this policy is adopted.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER CORPORATE SERVICES
That Council place the draft Northern Beaches Beach Parking Permit Policy on public exhibition
for 28 days and report the results back to Council.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
At the Extraordinary Council Meeting on 19 May 2016 the Administrator resolved to provide one
beach parking permit for the northern beaches community. Pursuant to this, there is a requirement
to harmonise the existing beach parking policies, which in general were all very similar. Residents
displaying a beach parking permit will have free parking at over 40 locations on the northern
beaches.
The NBBPPS primarily sets out to:


Establish equitable allocation consistent with the needs of the community



Provide guidelines for additional and replacement permits



Identify eligibility of volunteer community groups



Notify locations were permits are valid.

Council is seeking to implement a policy that will determine the criteria and eligibility in which
beach parking permits are issued across the whole of the northern beaches.
CONSULTATION
The relevant staff from the three former councils were consulted to harmonise the existing policies
into this draft NBBPPSP. This policy will replace the three former Council’s beach parking permit
policies, which will be rescinded once this policy is adopted.


Former Warringah Council Policy No. CS - PL 01 - Parking Permits



Former Pittwater Council No 18 – Parking - Issue Of Annual Permits - Waiving Of Parking
Fees.



Former Manly Council MC 13 119756 Terms and Conditions - Digital Parking Permits

This draft policy will be exhibited to the public for a period of 28 days and the results reported back
to Council.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Changes to the Parking Permit Scheme have been budgeted for in the 2016/17 Operational Plan.
SOCIAL IMPACT
The NBBPPSP will ensure Council staff have a framework for determining the criteria and eligibility
for the allocation of parking permits.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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8.0

ENVIRONMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE DIVISION REPORTS

ITEM 8.1

FIRES SERVICES TENDER

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE

TRIM FILE REF

2016/211184

ATTACHMENTS

NIL
REPORT

PURPOSE
To agree Council’s position on the provision of Fire Services for Council properties across the
whole of the Northern Beaches Council area.
REPORT
Fire services to Northern Beaches Council facilities are currently provided under three separate
contracts, all with Grosvenor Fire. Contracts at the former Pittwater and Manly Councils expired at
the end of June 2016 and these councils were participating in a SHOROC tender to select new
contractors. This process was progressed but not finalised at the time of the amalgamation. The
former Warringah Council was not a party to this tender.
There is now an opportunity to combine the contracts for the three former Councils into a single
contract, providing a more stream-lined operation and providing opportunities for cost savings.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Fire Services equipment maintenance funding is contained within existing budgets. Tendering for
the whole of the Northern Beaches Council will create a larger contract likely to produce savings.
SOCIAL IMPACT
This tender will provide for the continued safety of local residents and visitors to the Northern
beaches who use Council facilities.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Tender documents will include a section on aspects of environmental sustainability and social
equity.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That Council:
A.

Advise SHOROC that it declines to accept any of the tenders.

B.

Conduct a new tender for the provision of Fire Services for all of the Northern Beaches
Council facilities where such services are required.

C.

Engage Grosvenor Fire to continue to provide their service to Council on a month by month
basis until the new tender let.
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ITEM 8.2

CONTRACT APPROVAL FOR TELSTRA ASSET RELOCATION
IN OAKS AVENUE, DEE WHY

REPORTING MANAGER

GROUP MANAGER NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

TRIM FILE REF

2016/198535

ATTACHMENTS

NIL
REPORT

PURPOSE
To approve the alternative procurement and contract with Telstra valued at $144,983.04 ex GST to
relocate their communication assets in Oaks Avenue, Dee Why in support of the Dee Why
stormwater drainage upgrades.
REPORT
Council has been undertaking the Dee Why Stormwater Drainage Upgrade Works since early
March 2016. This contract is the outcome of investigations into methods to mitigate flooding in the
Dene Why Town Centre, undertaken as part of the Dee Why South Floodplain Risk Management
Study and Plan. The design includes constructing stormwater infrastructure in Pittwater Road and
Oaks Avenue, Dee Why.
The design process identified a number of existing service authority assets which require
relocation. A component of these works is the relocation of Telstra communication assets.
Approval to undertake the works including Telstra asset relocations was provided by the former
Warringah Council General Manager in a memo signed 21 December 2015.
Telstra’s original design involved relocating the Telstra communication asset over the new
stormwater line and was priced at $72,156.84. Telstra have subsequently discovered their asset
must be placed below the stormwater line which will increase the cost to $144,983.04 (ex GST)
triggering tendering requirements.
In accordance with Section 55 of the Local Government Act, Council is exempt from undertaking a
competitive tender process if there are extenuating circumstances is the unavailability of
competitive or reliable tenders. As Telstra is the sole supplier of services to relocate its assets,
Council cannot go through a competitive tender process. .Under the Telecommunications Act
1997 Telstra is accorded the provision to charge a fee for third party impacts that require
relocation. Telstra have undertaken their own internal procurement process for these works prior
to providing a quotation to Council.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The cost of the Telstra asset relocation works have been included in the stormwater renewal
2016/17 budget, the fee proposed by Telstra is within the overall costs budgeted for service asset
relocation works.
SOCIAL IMPACT
Nil
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That Council:
A.

Exercise its authority under Section 55 (3) of the Local Government Act and approve an
alternative procurement process for the provision of Telstra asset relocation services in
Oaks Avenue, Dee Why as it believes a satisfactory result would not be achieved by inviting
tenders. The proposed alternative procurement is based on the following “extenuating
circumstances”:


B.

Telstra is the sole supplier of services to relocate communication assets, a
competitive tender process was not feasible due to the unavailability of multiple
competitive tenders.

Delegate authority to the General Manager to execute all necessary documentation to give
effect to this resolution.
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ITEM 8.3

WARRINGAH AQUATIC CENTRE REFURBISHMENT

REPORTING MANAGER

GROUP MANAGER BUILDINGS, PROPERTY AND SPATIAL
INFORMATION

TRIM FILE REF

2016/217859

ATTACHMENTS

NIL

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To obtain approval for the funding of children’s water playground and related refurbishment works
at the Warringah Aquatic Centre (CR6244).
SUMMARY
Council has been working to revitalise the Warringah Aquatic Centre (WAC) over recent years,
recently using a creative/innovative approach to deliver an activated outdoor area to the north
comprising of attractive landscaped gardens with BBQ facilities and children’s play areas. Further,
Council officers are in the process of changing the existing kiosk to an integrated café that will
service the garden area, the indoor pool area and the adjacent reserve.
These strategies are part of an overall plan developed by the former Council aiming to improve
visitation numbers and customer experience, thereby increasing income and average length of
stay at the centre.
However, the revitalisation is not complete and as it stands the improvements so far are mostly
attractive to adult visitors. In previous studies it was identified that “leisure water” activities for
children and families are a driver of visitation in modern aquatic centres, and these facilities are not
present at the WAC. As such the priority is to further maximise the work done so far through
including an interactive children’s water playground in the toddler pool area, consisting of features
which could include water slides, water cannons, water dumping buckets and sprays.
These works were proposed to be delivered in 2016/17 to be ready for summer and funding is
available from Council’s working capital identified from the former Warringah Council.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That Council:
A.
B.

Proceed with the planned works to revitalise the Warringah Aquatic Centre.
Allocate $600,000 from Council’s working capital to the planned children’s water
playground and related refurbishment works at the Warringah Aquatic Centre (CR6244).
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
Council has been considering multiple options over the last decade to revitalise the Warringah
Aquatic Centre (WAC). The revitalisation of both internal & external area have been considered
through various masterplans to try to address low visitation, the aging infrastructure, cost
efficiencies and future desired levels of service to the community however, due to the high costs
involved, no significant works have been completed in recent years.
In March 2011 Council approved the implementation of community consultation and needs
assessment to inform a Site Development Strategy which would determine the future direction for
the WAC given the ongoing level of operational subsidy was potentially unsustainable.
The Site Development Strategy process for the WAC has evaluated four options for the Warringah
Aquatic Centre on the basis that the future use of the centre fully reflects stakeholder and
community needs and values, and also balances this with financial sustainability.
Council supported the option which included retaining the 50m pool but introduced leisure water,
adventure slides, more learn to swim facilities and an upgraded café. This option was to be
substantially funded with the $10 million sought by Council through the Special Rate Variation
(SRV) process that was considered by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART).
When the SRV was not approved in September 2014 the project was resolved not to proceed.
Proposed Works
In line with the recommendation in the September 2014 Council resolution to “Further investigate
options to provide a more sustainable development for the Warringah Aquatic Centre site such as;
investigation of potential partnerships, additional funding sources and opportunities presented by
the Frenchs Forest Hospital development.” Council commenced minor works to try to meet some
of the desired objectives.
Council’s project team used a creative/innovative approach to deliver an activated outdoor area to
the north of the WAC comprising of attractive landscaped gardens with BBQ facilities and
children’s play areas. The landscape has been designed so as to attract patrons due to its unique
character, comprising of a large amount of salvaged, second-hand materials and using sustainable
building strategies. Further, Council officers are in the process of changing the existing kiosk to an
integrated café that will service the garden area, the indoor pool area and the adjacent reserve.
These strategies aim to improve visitation numbers and customer experience in line with the Site
Development Strategy, thereby increasing income and average length of stay at the centre.
However, the revitalisation is not complete and as it stands the improvements so far are mostly
attractive to adult visitors. In previous studies it was identified that “leisure water” activities for
children and families are a driver of visitation in modern aquatic centres, and these facilities are not
present at the WAC. As such the priority is to further maximise the work done so far through
including an interactive children’s water playground in the toddler pool area, consisting of features
which could include water slides, water cannons, water dumping buckets and sprays.
The project to undertake these works as the next stage of the refurbishment is estimated at
$600,000.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
These works are proposed to be funded from Council’s working capital from funds identified under
the former Warringah Council.
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This ongoing project CR6244 was included in Council’s adopted Capital Works Program 2015/16
with a current budget of $429,000. The total additional amount required to undertake the full
refurbishment is $600,000, bringing the total budget for the project to $1,029,000.
SOCIAL IMPACT
These works provide additional recreational facilities and therefore provide a positive social impact
to the Northern Beaches community.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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ITEM 8.4

RFT 2016/011 - SOUTH CURL CURL SEAWALL WORKS

REPORTING MANAGER

GROUP MANAGER PARKS RESERVES & FORESHORES

TRIM FILE REF

2016/199189

ATTACHMENTS

NIL
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PURPOSE
To seek additional funding for the South Curl Curl Seawall Construction project due to latent
subsurface site conditions, increasing the scope of the works.
SUMMARY
Consistent high tidal conditions at South Curl Curl beach following the April 2015 storm resulted in
significant erosion of the beach and collapse of a large section of the car park. Subsequent coastal
engineering advice identified that the existing seawall was inadequate for significant coastal
erosion and inundation events without subsurface protection.
Silver Raven Pty Ltd was engaged to undertake the construction works as designed by Royal
Haskoning DHV. The scope of the project included the construction of the wall, installation of a
rock blanket and repairs to the damaged section of car park.
During the construction an additional depth of piling of one - two metres across the length of the
site was required. As a result the scope and cost of the work varied significantly. Due to large
portions of the works being already completed and the potential impact of winter storms, the piling
had to continue as per the design to ensure the satisfactory performance of the seawall. The lower
than expected level of bed rock and the amended design resulted in significant increases in the
total length of piling required.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That Council:
A.

Increase the 2016-2017 budget for CN6562 South Curl Curl Seawall as per the confidential
confidential report for Environment and Infrastructure, Report No 15.1.

B.

Delegate authority to the General Manager to execute all necessary documentation to give
effect to this resolution and to approve contract payments to Silver Raven Pty. Ltd. as per
the confidential report for Environment and Infrastructure, Report No 15.1.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
This project arose as a result of a critical seawall asset being compromised by consistently high
swells in the months following the April 2015 storm, which had removed a large volume of sand
from South Curl Curl beach. The high swells caused significant erosion of South Curl Curl beach
that lowered the sand level by two metres. The toe of the seawall that retains the South Curl Curl
beach car park was exposed and undermined by the high swells, washing out material from behind
the wall and creating a void, which resulted in the formation of a hole in the car park surface.
These works were deemed as necessary by the previous Council due to the potential physical and
economic impact on foreshore infrastructure in the event of significant future erosion events and
danger to the public and public property. The existing compromised seawall and carpark at South
Curl Curl were vulnerable to further erosion, with the potential for extensive structural damage to
occur to both the wall and car park and subsequently threatening Carrington Ave if works were not
undertaken to ensure their protection. The ramp access to the beach for safety equipment and a
section of the car park had been closed since October 2015.
Council engaged Royal HaskoningDHV in October 2015 to design an erosion protection solution
for South Curl Curl beach to prevent undermining of the existing seawall from reoccurring. This
design was completed in January 2016, with the chosen protection solution being a secant pile wall
and rock blanket that would extend from the wall constructed in 2005 in front of the South Curl Curl
Surf Life Saving Club. After a public tender process, Silver Raven Pty Ltd was engaged on 6th May
2016 to undertake the construction works as designed. The scope of the project included the
construction of the wall, installation of a rock blanket and repairs to the damaged section of car
park.
The geotechnical investigation conducted as part of the works identified that the ground conditions
were significantly different to the estimates made in previous geotechnical investigations. Due to
these differences, the design of the wall was revised by Royal HaskoningDHV to ensure that it
could provide structurally sound protection to the South Curl Curl foreshore. This redesign included
additional piling, additional ground anchors and an extension to the capping beam of the wall.
These additional design changes occurred at the southern end of the seawall, due to the initial
assumptions during design being that the rock level would not be so deep at this section of the
beach. This redesign absorbed the remaining budget for the project including the contingency.
The piling component of the project commenced after restoration of the carpark, installation of the
existing seawall footing and laying of approximately half the rock blanket. As the piling occurred it
was apparent that the depth to rock was greater than expected across the whole site to a larger
extent than first realised. Due to the projects current progression and the possibility of winter
storms, it was acknowledged that piling needed to occur to ensure the protection of already
completed works and existing foreshore infrastructure.
Due to the subsurface nature of this project, the scope of works could not be defined with complete
certainty until the contractors were on site and commenced excavation.
During the construction the additional depth of piling of 1-2 metres across the length of the site was
required. As a result the scope and cost of the work varied significantly. Due to large portions of
the works being already completed and the potential impact of winter storms, the piling had to
continue as per the design to ensure the satisfactory performance of the seawall. The lower than
expected level of bed rock and the amended design resulted in significant increases in the total
length of piling required.
Without the proposed variation to design and contract the secant wall cannot fulfill its required
function and protect foreshore assets at South Curl Curl. Therefore it is recommended that the
proposed variation be approved to enable the successful completion of this project.
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TIMING
The contract commenced on the 6th May 2016. The expected finish date at this stage of the project
is end of July 2016, weather permitting.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Additional funding is required to cover the estimated final construction costs of the seawall as per
the confidential report. Council maintains sufficient working capital levels to provide against
unforeseen and unbudgeted expenditures such as these emergency works.
SOCIAL IMPACT
The wall will retain parking and access to the beach for the community and for lifesaving
equipment.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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ITEM 8.5

RFT2016/039 - NARRABEEN LAGOON ENTRANCE
CLEARANCE WORKS

REPORTING MANAGER

GROUP MANAGER NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

TRIM FILE REF

2016/197969

ATTACHMENTS

NIL

REPORT
PURPOSE
To report on the assessment of tenders for the Narrabeen Lagoon Entrance Clearance Works and
recommend the award of a contract for the works.
REPORT
The Narrabeen Lagoon Entrance Clearance works are undertaken on a 3 to 5 year cycle with the
last works undertaken in 2011. These works provide for the removal of deposited marine sands
from the entrance to Narrabeen Lagoon and the replenishment of the South Narrabeen and
Collaroy beaches. The removal of sediment from the lagoon assists the entrance in remaining
open and provides a flood mitigation effect for the Narrabeen Lagoon Catchment. The work also
benefits the ecology and water quality of the lagoon.
The entrance to the lagoon closed in November 2015 and since that time, staff have been
undertaking all the preparatory work required for the appointment of contracts and obtaining
regulatory approval for the works. A request for tender was issued for the Narrabeen Lagoon
Entrance Clearance Works in April 2016, and 4 tender responses were received and assessed by
the evaluation committee. One tender is recommended for contract award.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The total estimated cost of the project including works, contingency and project management is
$1,155,000 (ex GST). This is $165,000 above the current budget for the project and this will be
met through allocation of working capital and reported through the Quarterly Budget Review
process. An additional grant amount of $110,000 has been requested from OEH, with OEH giving
strong indication that the additional funds will be approved which if successful would reduce
Council’s contribution to $55,000.
SOCIAL IMPACT
Nil
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The works will improve tidal flushing through the entrance of the lagoon which will enhance
recreational water quality in that vicinity.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That Council resolve to accept the recommendation contained in the confidential report for
Environment and Infrastructure, Report No 15.2.
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ITEM 8.6

TENDER T03/16 - PROVISION OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
FOR THE NEWPORT FLOOD STUDY

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE

TRIM FILE REF

2016/206732

ATTACHMENTS

NIL

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To consider in accordance with Clause 177 of the Local Government (General) Regulation, the
Tender Evaluation Panel’s (TEP) recommendations following its assessment of the tenders
received for Tender T03/16 - Provision of Consultancy Services for the Newport Flood Study.
SUMMARY
Pittwater Council prepared a Request for Tender, Four (4) Tender submissions were received
from:


WMA Water



NSW Department of Finance and Services (MHL)



Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd



Catchment Simulation Solutions

The Tender Evaluation is presented to Council for consideration in the confidential section of this
Agenda.
Note:

Reports to Council for Tenders are in two components:



The open report provides an outline of the tender and the process



The detailed assessment of the tenders is ‘commercial in confidence’ in accordance with
Section 10A(2) of the Local Government Act and as such is included as a confidential
attachment – see Confidential Section of this Agenda

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That the recommendation contained in the Confidential Tender Assessments for T03/16
(Provision of Consultancy Services for the Newport Flood Study) – confidential report for
Environment and Infrastructure, Report No 15.3, be adopted.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
Council is undertaking the Newport Flood Study for all flood affected land in the suburb of Newport.
The NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) are also involved through the provision of
technical and financial assistance.
In the past, major flood events have resulted in extensive damage to public and private property,
restricted access and been significant cause of concern to residents. Above floor flooding in the
lower reaches of the study area caused extensive damage in March 1977, October 1987 and May
1988. In February 2012 flooding inundated ground floor units and damaged many cars in the lower
reaches of the Newport catchment. Previous studies have identified approximately 800 properties
to be flood affected.
The Newport Beach Flood Study was adopted by Council in 2002. The Newport Beach Floodplain
Risk Management Study and Plan was adopted by Council in 2004.
Council has since completed the Pittwater Foreshore Floodplain Mapping of Sea Level Rise
Impacts (public exhibition 2015) and a Pittwater LGA wide Overland Flow Mapping and Flood
Study (adopted 2013) which provides limited information on some flooding aspects within the
Newport study areas. These have highlighted the incompleteness of the 2002 Newport Beach
Flood study and the need to undertake an update to the Flood Study to ensure overland flow paths
entering the mainstream catchment are appropriately identified and mapped.
In addition the 2013 Pittwater LGA Overland Flow Study was a broad overarching preliminary
study that identified priority areas for more detailed overland flow studies - the Newport catchment
was one of the priority sites.
The suburb of Newport is bounded to the west by the Pittwater estuary and to the east by Newport
Beach. The areas surrounding the estuary and ocean are relatively low lying. The area around the
beach has a very urbanised town centre with residential and commercial areas within close
proximity to the creek system. The creek systems within the study area have been heavily modified
with redirected and piped watercourses, as well as lagoon systems being filled.
The catchment is impacted by ocean, estuarine, creek and overland flow flooding which poses risk
to life and property damage issues. It is proposed to undertake the flood study looking at both the
interactions of the mainstream flooding and the many overland flow paths within the study area.
CONSULTATION
Tender Process and Assessment
The tender process was facilitated by the former Pittwater Council and was via an open invitation.
Tenders were called in accordance with Section 55 of the Local Government Act and Clauses 168
and 177 of the Local Government Regulation. Tender documentation included the Conditions of
Tender, Schedules, the Product Specification, General Conditions of Contract and Special
Conditions of Contract.
Tender Advertising and Closing Date
The Tender was released via the Council Tenderlink website on the 27 April 2016. The closing
date was 11am, 25 May 2016.
Receipt of Tenders
As per the call for tenders, the tenders could be received via Council's Tender Box located at Mona
Vale or via Council's Tenderlink portal prior to the specified tender closing time/date of 11am, 25
May 2016.
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Tender Opening & List of Tenders Received
At the specified tender opening time, four (4) tenders were received via Tenderlink and were duly
registered by Council. Tenderers are listed in no particular order, as follows:
Tenderers


WMA Water



NSW Department of Finance and Services (MHL)



Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd



Catchment Simulation Solutions

Outline of Tender Evaluation Process
Tenders contain commercial in confidence information. As such under Section 10A(2) of the Local
Government Act the detailed assessment of tenders is included in the confidential section of this
Agenda.
A tender Evaluation Panel (TEP) was specifically formed to confidentially assess the tenders
received. The TEP has provided a confidential assessment with covering report and
recommendations for formal consideration by Council. The TEP takes into consideration the
following steps as part of its confidential assessment:


Probity checks including a declaration as to any conflict of interest or pecuniary interest
associated with the tender.



Initial assessment & cull – this assesses compliance with the call for tender requirements,
any company not conforming is culled (not considered further) from the next stages of the
tender assessment process



Detailed assessment of remaining tenders then takes place, including performance against
the tender evaluation criteria. The tender was assessed using the following criteria:

Mandatory Criteria
Criteria - Mandatory

Pass/Fail

Compliance with conditions of tender and submission of all
documentation required by the request for tender
- Submission of all forms

Pass/Fail

Insurance from Insurance company (not broker)

Pass/Fail

Scored Criteria
Criteria - Scored

Weighting

Project/Proposed methodology and statement of study
understanding
Skills of study team in undertaking similar work/modeling

%

Relevant past experience in undertaking similar work/modeling

%

%

Resourcing and timeframe of project including draft project plan
Cost (lump sum) & Cost Schedule (Attachment C)
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TIMING
The contract will be for 24 months.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Funding has been obtained from the Office of Environment and Heritage to fund this tender on a
2:1 ratio.
SOCIAL IMPACT
The overarching aims of the Newport Flood Study will be to define the flood behaviour under
historical and existing floodplain conditions in the Study Area while addressing possible future
variations in flood behaviour due to climate change and provide information for its management.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The tender documentation also included a questionnaire covering aspects of environmental
sustainability. Tenderers provided information relating to products used, waste management,
energy and water efficiency as well as recycling and were scored accordingly.
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ITEM 8.7

TENDER T04/16 - PROVISION OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
FOR UNDERTAKING THE NORTH NARRABEEN LAGOON
OVERLAND FLOW FLOOD STUDY

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE

TRIM FILE REF

2016/206831

ATTACHMENTS

NIL

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To consider in accordance with Clause 177 of the Local Government (General) Regulation, the
Tender Evaluation Panel’s (TEP) recommendations following its assessment of the tenders
received for Tender T04/16 - Provision of Consultancy Services for the North Narrabeen Lagoon
Overland Flow Flood Study
SUMMARY
Pittwater Council prepared a Request for Tender, Four (4) Tender submissions were received
from:


WMA Water



NSW Department of Finance and Services (MHL)



Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd



Catchment Simulation Solutions

The Tender Evaluation is presented to Council for consideration in the confidential section of this
Agenda.
Note: Reports to Council for Tenders are in two components:


The open report provides an outline of the tender and the process



The detailed assessment of the tenders is ‘commercial in confidence’ in accordance with
Section 10A(2) of the Local Government Act and as such is included as a confidential
attachment – see Confidential Section of this Agenda

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That the recommendation contained in the Confidential Tender Assessments for T04/16
(Provision of Consultancy Services for the North Narrabeen Lagoon Overland Flow Flood Study)
– confidential report for Environment and Infrastructure, Report No 15.4, be adopted.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
Council is undertaking the North Narrabeen Lagoon Overland Flow Flood Study for all overland
flow flood affected land in the suburb of Warriewood, part of Ingleside, Elanora Heights and North
Narrabeen. The NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) are also involved through the
provision of technical and financial assistance.
The foreshore of Narrabeen Lagoon has been subjected to flooding on a number of occasions.
Major flooding has occurred in 1911, 1931, 1942, 1956, 1958, 1961, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978,
1986, 1987, 1998 and 2003. Previous studies have identified approximately 1570 properties to be
flood affected.
The Narrabeen Lagoon Flood Study was adopted by Council in 2013.
Council has since completed a Pittwater LGA wide Overland Flow Mapping and Flood Study
(adopted 2013) which provides limited information on some flooding aspects within the study area.
These have highlighted the incompleteness of the 2013 Narrabeen Flood study and the need to
undertake an update to the Flood Study to ensure overland flow paths entering the mainstream
catchment are appropriately identified and mapped.
In addition the 2013 Pittwater LGA Overland Flow Study was a broad overarching preliminary
study that identified priority areas for more detailed overland flow studies - the Elanora Heights and
Ingleside catchment was one of the priority sites.
The study will focus on the overland flow paths not identified as part of the 2013 Narrabeen
Lagoon Flood Study. The suburbs of Elanora Heights and Ingleside have relatively steep
topography which have been modified with redirected and piped watercourses, which results in
many of the overland flow paths being unidentified. Whilst the relatively flat areas of North
Narrabeen and Warriewood still comprising of varying topography leading to overland flow paths.
It is proposed to undertake the flood study to identify overland flow paths and how these overland
flow paths interact with the mainstream Narrabeen Lagoon flooding.
CONSULTATION
Tender Process and Assessment
The tender process was facilitated by Pittwater Council and was via an open invitation. Tenders
were called in accordance with Section 55 of the Local Government Act and Clauses 168 and 177
of the Local Government Regulation. Tender documentation included the Conditions of Tender,
Schedules, the Product Specification, General Conditions of Contract and Special Conditions of
Contract.
Tender Advertising and Closing Date
The Tender was released via the Pittwater Council Tenderlink website on the 27 April 2016. The
closing date was 11am, 25 May 2016.
Receipt of Tenders
As per the call for tenders, the tenders could be received via Council's Tender Box located at Mona
Vale or via Council's Tenderlink portal prior to the specified tender closing time/date of 11am, 25
May 2016.
Tender Opening & List of Tenders Received
At the specified tender opening time, four (4) tenders were received via Tenderlink and were duly
registered by Council. Tenderers are listed in no particular order, as follows:
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Tenderers


WMA Water



NSW Department of Finance and Services (MHL)



Cardno (NSW/ACT) Pty Ltd



Catchment Simulation Solutions

Outline of Tender evaluation process
Tenders contain commercial in confidence information. As such under Section 10A(2) of the Local
Government Act the detailed assessment of tenders is included in the confidential section of this
Agenda.
A Tender Evaluation Panel (TEP) was specifically formed to confidentially assess the tenders
received. The TEP has provided a confidential assessment with covering report and
recommendations for formal consideration by Council. The TEP takes into consideration the
following steps as part of its confidential assessment:


Probity checks including a declaration as to any conflict of interest or pecuniary interest
associated with the tender.



Initial assessment & cull – this assesses compliance with the call for tender requirements,
any company not conforming is culled (not considered further) from the next stages of the
tender assessment process



Detailed assessment of remaining tenders then takes place, including performance against
the tender evaluation criteria. The tender was assessed using the following criteria:

Mandatory Criteria
Criteria - Mandatory

Pass/Fail

Compliance with conditions of tender and submission of all
documentation required by the request for tender

Pass/Fail

- Submission of all forms
Insurance from Insurance company (not broker)

Pass/Fail

Scored Criteria
Criteria - Scored

Weighting

Project/Proposed methodology and statement of study
understanding

%

Skills of study team in undertaking similar work/modelling

%

Relevant past experience in undertaking similar work/modelling

%

Resourcing and timeframe of project including draft project plan
Cost (lump sum) & Cost Schedule (Attachment C)
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TIMING
The contract will be for 24 months.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Funding has been obtained from the Office of Environment and Heritage to fund this tender on a
2:1 ratio.
SOCIAL IMPACT
The overarching aims of the North Narrabeen Lagoon Overland Flow Flood Study will be to define
the flood behaviour under historical and existing floodplain conditions in the Study Area while
addressing possible future variations in flood behaviour due to climate change and provide
information for its management.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The tender documentation also included a questionnaire covering aspects of environmental
sustainability. Tenderers provided information relating to products used, waste management,
energy and water efficiency as well as recycling and were scored accordingly
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ITEM 8.8

PURCHASE OF LAND FOR ROADWORKS IN WARRIEWOOD

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE

TRIM FILE REF

2016/211519

ATTACHMENTS

1 Sydney Water's Sewerage Treatment Works
2 Macpherson Street and Warriewood Road Map

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To seek Council’s approval to purchase two parcels of land to facilitate road works for the
MacPherson Street and Warriewood Road Upgrade Project.
SUMMARY
In 2000 Council identified in the Warriewood Valley Roads Master Plan that it was necessary to
carry out works to support the Warriewood Valley Land Release. These works included
construction of a roundabout at the intersection of Warriewood Road and MacPherson Street. The
design and subsequent construction of the roundabout requires the purchase of small areas of
private land on two adjoining properties, one of which being Sydney Water’s property (9A Boondah
Road) and the other owned privately (23 Warriewood Road).

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE
That Council:
A.

Approves for the purpose of the MacPherson Street and Warriewood Road Upgrade Project
the purchase of:
a.

the splay corner of land, being part of 9A Boondah Road, Warriewood, from Sydney
Water; and

b.

the splay corner of land, being part of 23 Warriewood Road, Warriewood.

B.

Bears all costs associated with the purchase of these two parcels of land, as contained in
the confidential report for Environment and Infrastructure, Report No 15.5.

C.

Acquire the land for the purpose of a road and classifies it as Operational Land.

D.

Delegate authority to the General Manager to execute all documentation necessary in order
to give effect to this resolution under Power of Attorney.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
In 2000 Council identified in the Warriewood Valley Roads Master Plan (in the Warriewood Valley
Infrastructure Section 94 Plan) that it was necessary to carry out works to support the Warriewood
Valley Land Release. These works included construction of a roundabout at the intersection of
Warriewood Road and MacPherson Street. The design and subsequent construction of the
roundabout requires the purchase of small areas of private land on two adjoining properties, one of
which being Sydney Water’s property and the other owned privately.
Council’s Commercial Property & Projects (CP&P) team have been negotiating with Sydney Water
and 23 Warriewood Road, with a view to purchase a portion of their lands located at the
intersection of Macpherson Street and Warriewood Road, Warriewood.
Council engaged registered valuers to undertake current market assessments of the subject lands.
Agreement in principle has been reached with both Sydney Water and private owners of 23
Warriewood Road, subject to Council approval, Contract and successful subdivision of the land.
Sydney Water Land
The subject land is situated at the corner of Macpherson Street and Warriewood Road,
Warriewood. It is located on the south-eastern corner of the intersection of Macpherson Street and
Warriewood Road. The land forms part of Sydney Water’s Sewerage Treatment Works – see
attached.
The land area is approximately 32.6sqm and is part of Lot 26 in Section C in Deposited Plan 5464,
known as 9A Boondah Road, Warriewood.
The land is currently zoned “SP2 Sewerage System” under Pittwater Local Environmental Plan
2014.
Private Land
The other splay corner of land is part of 23 Warriewood Road, Warriewood. It is located on the
northern corner of the intersection of Macpherson Street and Warriewood Road – see attached.
The land area is approximately 12.36sqm and is known as Lot 27 section C in Deposited Plan
5464.
The land is zoned “R3 – Medium Density Residential” under Pittwater Local Environmental Plan
2014.
TIMING
The purchase and contract exchange is required prior to Council’s Urban Infrastructure Unit
commencing construction on site, which is scheduled in September /October 2016.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The purchase of the subject land at MacPherson Street intersection is an item in the approved
Section 94 Plan (item 47 H) which has been budgeted to cater for the purchase of two parcels of
land from private properties (part of 9A Boondah Road and part of 23 Warriewood Road). Total
estimated cost including valuation costs, purchase price of the land, legal costs, survey costs and
sub-division costs are all within the budget allocated in item 47H.
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SOCIAL IMPACT
To facilitate development of the Warriewood Valley Road Master Plan in accordance with Section
94 Plan.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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9.0

PLANNING & COMMUNITY DIVISION REPORTS

ITEM 9.1

DRAFT MANLY DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN 2016 AMENDMENT 8

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY

TRIM FILE REF

2016/201457

ATTACHMENTS

1 Proposed Amendments to Draft Manly Development Control
Plan 2016

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
To adopt draft exhibited amendments to Manly Development Control Plan 2013 incorporating
consideration of public consultation outcomes.
SUMMARY
The former Manly Council at its Ordinary Meeting dated 2 May 2016 resolved, as follows in relation
to the draft DCP amendments,:
‘1.
2.

Council resolve to amend Manly Development Control Plan 2013; and
Council exhibit the proposed amendments as reported for a period of twenty-eight (28)
days.’

Draft amendments to Manly Development Control Plan 2013 were recently exhibited to improve
guidelines in relation to a range of design matters. Some further minor amendment are proposed
in considering a submission received during consultations. It is also proposed to insert a note
under the existing DCP paragraph ‘Where this plan applies’ to clarify that under the Local
Government (Council Amalgamation) Proclamation 2016 the plan pertains to development of land
which was within the area of the former Manly Council and is now within the area of the Northern
Beaches Council. Council may now adopt ‘Manly Development Control Plan 2013 Amendment 8’
which will commence once public notice is given.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY
That Council adopt the Manly Development Control Plan 2013 Amendment 8.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
At its Ordinary Meeting dated 2 May 2016, the former Manly Council resolved in relation to the
proposed DCP amendments as follows:
‘1.

Council resolve to amend Manly Development Control Plan 2013; and

2.

Council exhibit the proposed amendments as reported for a period of twenty-eight (28)
days.’

In accordance with Council’s resolution the proposed draft Amendment No. 8 to Manly DCP 2013
was exhibited for twenty-eight (28) days from 7 May 2016 to 4 June 2016.
CONSULTATION
The consultation activities for the draft plan included:


Public notice in the Manly Daily.



Hardcopies of documents available for viewing at Manly Chambers and Manly Library.



Information and links to online documents on Council’s website under ‘Public Exhibitions’.

REVIEW OF SUBMISSIONS
One submission was received during the public exhibition period and is reported and reviewed as
follows:
The submission queries considerations in terms of context and site analysis to accompany DAs at
paragraph 2.1.2.2.q stating “Should the DCP identify that ‘Applicants to provide elevations of
Neighbouring Structures showing additional shadows caste from 9am to 3pm on 21 June, with
elevation drawings showing the shadows at an hourly or half hourly basis as required?’’. The
submission further suggests that “Often Applicants do not provide this information, making
assessments difficult”.
Comment: The level of detail required for context and site analysis requirements is considered
adequate and paragraph 2.1.4 otherwise outlines requirements in more detail for the submission of
shadow diagrams. In response to the submission it is recommended that the DCP additionally
state that Council may require that shadows to be indicated at hourly or half hourly intervals where
necessary to clearly demonstrate compliance with the DCP between 9am and 3pm or to
demonstrate the extent of any noncompliance (i.e. the number of hours between 9am and 3pm
where the loss of sunlight is more than one third).
The submission also queries whether the DCP should state that shadow impacts should generally
be assessed no earlier than 12.30pm for western windows and no later than 11.30am for eastern
windows’.
Comment: It is considered that no further clarification is necessary in this regard.
In relation to DCP paragraph 3.3.1.4 concerning overshadowing of clothes drying areas, the
submission suggests that minimum requirements be stated in more detail to further state solar
access applies all year round and between certain times each day.
Comment: It is considered that no further clarification is necessary in this regard, however, upon
review, a minimum number of 4 hours of sunlight per day is considered reasonable (not 6 as
exhibited) and more consistent with contemporary standards including the NSW Apartment Design
Guide 2015.
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In relation to DCP paragraph 4.1.4.4.c & d concerning rear setback guidelines, the submission
suggests additional reference to view loss is appropriate.
Comment: The additional consideration of view loss in addition to overshadowing, visual privacy at
paragraphs c) & d) are considered appropriate and are incorporated into the amendment details
attached.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The cost and impact on the budget is negligible. Notification of the adoption of the DCP
Amendment in the local newspaper is a statutory requirement.
SOCIAL IMPACT
Nil
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The environmental impact is positive improving guidelines for development in the former Manly
Council area in relation to a range of local design matters.
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ITEM 9.2

DRAFT MANLY DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN 2013
AMENDMENT 9

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY

TRIM FILE REF

2016/199539

ATTACHMENTS

1 Proposed Amendments to Draft Manly Development Control
Plan 2013 (Amendment 9)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
The purpose of this report relates to proposed amendments to Manly Development Control Plan
2013 and recommend that Council exhibit the amendments.
SUMMARY
This report actions the adopted recommendations of the former Manly Council’s LEP DCP Working
Group to review certain aspects of the Manly Development Control Plan 2013 in relation to existing
planning controls for Balgowlah Local Centre and the bulk and scale of redevelopments in the
Centre involving shop top housing development and considering heritage protection of facades.
As a result of the proposed review certain amendments are recommended for the Manly
Development Control Plan 2013.

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY
That:
A.

Council place the draft Manly Development Control Plan 2013 Amendment 9 on public
exhibition for 28 days.

B

Following the public exhibition period a further report be brought to Council outlining any
submission received.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
At the last meeting of the former Manly Council LEP DCP Working Group dated 9 March 2016 Item
8 (part 2) of the adopted Minutes recommended to the General Manager that:
“Council review existing planning controls for Balgowlah Local Centre with regards to the
bulk and scale of redevelopments involving shop top development and consider heritage
protection of facades.”
Existing Planning Controls For Balgowlah
Manly Local Environmental Plan 2013 zones the Balgowlah Village as Zone B2 Local Centre. The
LEP also contains certain local provisions for the zone in relation to shop top housing, design
excellence, bonus floor space for commercial development and minimum floor space restrictions
for retail premises. Development standards are also mapped in relation to building height and floor
space ratio. There are no LEP heritage provisions for Balgowlah Local Centre except for the street
trees in Condamine Street.
Relevant Local Provisions at Part 6 of the LEP are summarised as follows:


Clause 6.11 Shop Top Housing: This provision seeks to attract pedestrian traffic along
ground floor frontages in the zone by requiring that premises on the ground floor of the
building facing the street must be either retail or business premises. Exceptions to this
requirement include entrances and lobbies and access for vehicles and fire services.



Clause 6.13 Design Excellence: This provision seeks to deliver the highest standard of
architectural and urban design of buildings and public space by listing a range of
considerations including overshadowing of public open space, defined edges, casual
surveillance and social activity, setting, natural topography and vegetation, vistas, standards
of design, materials and detailing; environmental factors and utility infrastructure.



Clause 6.16(3) Minimum Floor Space for Commercial Premises: Both this provision and the
following clause at Clause 6.16(4) provide for viability and encourage the development,
expansion and diversity of business activities for the economic growth, retention of local
services and employment. This particular clause states that development consent must not
be granted for a new building unless at least 25 percent of the building is for commercial
premises.



Clause 6.16(4) Maximum Floor Space Restrictions for Retail Premises: This clause states
that development consent must not be granted for retail premises with a gross floor area
greater than 1000 square metres.

Manly Development Control Plan 2013 provides an array of guidelines relevant to Balgowlah
Centre including lodgment requirements (paragraph 2.1); planning principles for townscape
(paragraph 3.1.3 and Schedule 2 Map); amenity (paragraph 3.1.4) etc.; Development Controls of
the Business Zone (paragraph 4.2) and guidelines particularly for Balgowlah Local Centre
(paragraph 4.2.6).
In relation to the particular DCP guidelines for Balgowlah Local Centre at paragraph 4.2.6 and
Schedule 2 Map the relevant provisions are noted as follows:


Permitted wall height at the street frontage to 10.5m (paragraph 4.2.6.1).



Consideration of exceptions to height and particular limitations on the height above
established street facades at 292 - 338 Sydney Road (paragraph 4.2.6.2).



Setback guidelines for both street front and side boundaries as well as certain Sydney Road
properties adjoining Lane 34 (paragraph 4.2.6.3).
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Parking and Access guidelines (paragraph 4.2.6.4).



Use of 120 Condamine Street as a place of public worship (paragraph 4.2.6.5).

Review of Shop Top Housing in Balgowlah
All major redevelopments in the recent past (largely since the Stocklands redevelopment) have
been mixed use developments comprising Shop Top Housing and includes the following:
 374-378 Sydney Road with 19 shop top units under construction (DA2011/277)
 360-364 Sydney Road with 9 shop top units recently completed (DA2010/342)
 385 Sydney Road with 10 shop top units completed 2013 (DA2012/105)
 387-391 Sydney Road with 10 shop top units completed 2005 (DA2005/106
 366-372 Sydney Road with 18 shop top units completed 2000 (DA1998/1134)
With particular regards to the bulk and scale of redevelopments involving shop top housing
developments along Sydney Road, the existing controls generally allow for development
comprising some 4 storeys including commercial development at street level and basement
parking with rear access. The topography of these sites support additional building height behind
the street frontage consistent with the general slope of the land which generally falls away from
Sydney Road on both sides of the street. In this regard development retains an established height
at the street façade of 3 storeys or 10.5m wall height.
Prior to Manly LEP 2013 the height control was 10.5m at the street frontage under the Manly DCP
for the Business Zone 1989, but otherwise allowed for a greater height in the circumstance of the
case having regard to townscape and amenity considerations. Whilst the 10.5m maximum wall
height is retained in the Manly DCP 2013, Manly LEP 2013 introduced a total building height of
12.5m to conform to NSW standard definitions for height of buildings i.e. allowing a further 2m
above the DCP wall height. The continued provisions of a development standard which allows for
greater height for the site overall (and behind the street front) is considered to allow appropriate
flexibility which ensures that the height of the development at the front façade be maintained at a
maximum 10.5m, being more critical in terms of the generally established bulk and scale of
facades and desired townscape outcomes for the Balgowlah Centre.
With particular regards to options for heritage protection of facades, the preferred planning
mechanism in this regard would be heritage listing in the LEP. Such listing would require
comprehensive heritage review and should not be considered on an ad-hoc basis. Further
consideration may also be given in any future LEP amendment which provides FSR bonuses for
the protection of front facades where this protection may be further investigated eg 292-338
Sydney Road.
The DCP currently recognises the significance of certain existing facades with particular reference
to ‘established street facades’ (paragraph 4.2.6.2.c) for the group of buildings on the northern side
of Sydney Road east of Condamine Road i.e. 292-338 Sydney Road. In this regard the DCP
guideline states that the height of new development above the established street facades is not to
be visible from the street. A similar control exists for The Corso requiring parapets on the street
frontage ‘to be read against the sky’ (paragraph 5.1.2.4). In addition to the established height of
street facades in Balgowlah, the street facades are also characterised by typically narrow width
shop frontages of 6m-10m which contribute to scale and character of the Centre.
Recommendations for DCP Amendment are made as detailed below (Attachment) to strengthen
existing guidelines which further recognises the significance of established street facades in
preserving the character of an area. In this regard any new street facades are to be of a bulk and
scale that is consistent with existing/established street facades (regards to both height and width)
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and that development behind the street facades similarly respects the established street facades
as viewed from the street.
Draft Manly Development Control Plan Amendments
In response to this review certain recommendations are made for draft amendments to the DCP
which strengthen the maximum 10.5m wall height to assist in the protection of locally characteristic
street facades. In this regard it is proposed to expand existing paragraph 4.2.6.1 and the
environmental planning grounds for retaining an established 10.5m wall height at the street façade.
Additional objectives are drafted for wall height and to provide environmental planning grounds to
guide the assessment of any exceptions to the height development standard in the LEP.
Other minor edits are proposed to update notes and delete various text that is repetitious or
obsolete. In this regard the setback provisions for Balgowlah are similar to the setback
requirements for the B1 & B2 zone generally at paragraph 4.2.3. Provisions at paragraph 4.2.4.3
which restrict vehicular access from the Stocklands Development to Woodland Street is obsolete
as this part of the site has been subsequently been developed for residential purposes and
subdivided. Provisions at paragraph 4.2.6.5 which require that at least 20 percent of floor space at
120 Condamine Street be retained as a place of public worship is not required given the existing
use rights afforded the current church under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979.
CONSULTATION
The proposed consultation activities for the draft plan include:


Public notice in the Manly Daily.



Hardcopies of documents available for viewing at Manly Chambers and Manly Library.



Information and links to online documents on Council’s website under ‘Public Exhibitions’.

TIMING
In accordance with the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation the proposed draft
Manly DCP 2013 Amendment No. 9 is to be exhibited for twenty-eight (28) days.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The proposed DCP Amendments are to be prepared using existing strategic planning resources
and given the nature of the amendments are unlikely to incur any significant financial impact.
SOCIAL IMPACT
The proposed DCP Amendments are unlikely to have any significant financial impact.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Any environmental impacts associated with the DCP are likely to be diminished by the improved
planning guidelines proposed under the amendment.
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ITEM 9.3

BOAT TRAILER PARKING PILOT PROGRAM

REPORTING MANAGER

DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY

TRIM FILE REF

2016/209477

ATTACHMENTS

1 Report to Council - 2 May 2016
2 Minutes Item - Pittwater Council Meeting 2 May 2016
3 Map of LGA - Description of Declared Land Area

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PURPOSE
Resolve to enable the General Manager to make an Order for publication in the New South Wales
Government Gazette in relation to a declared area for the purpose of boat trailer impounding,
under the Impounding Act 1993.
SUMMARY
Northern Beaches Council is one of three councils invited to participate in the Boat Trailer
Impounding pilot program, which commences on proclamation of the Impounding Amendment
(Unattended Boat Trailers) Act 2015 on 1 July 2016. However, Council cannot commence the pilot
until an Order is published in the NSW Government Gazette.
Each year, Council receives a significant number of complaints from residents and businesses in
relation to boat trailers that are causing parking issues, road safety concerns, residential and visual
amenity issues. The change in Legislation is to enable Councils to improve the management of
boat trailer parking on public roads and land, to encourage the use of off-street storage and to
better address the community concerns.
On 2 May 2016 Council adopted the following recommendations:
‘1.

That Council note the Impounding Amendment (Unattended Boat Trailers) Act 2015 will
commence on 1 July 2016.

2.

That Council endorses its participation in the three month pilot program being
undertaken by the Office of Local Government to implement the new legislation.

3.

That Council approves the measures being applied to include the Pittwater Council
Local Government Area in its entirety.’

The Office of Local Government (OLG) is of the opinion that the wording of Council’s previous
resolution regarding the pilot program (at the former Pittwater Council meeting of 2 May 2016) is
not sufficient to base an Order on, as it does not specifically resolve to declare any area for the
purpose of this Act (it only accepts the Minister’s offer to be in the pilot program and apply the pilot
program to the whole council area).
The previous resolution specifies that only the former Pittwater Council area will be declared during
the pilot period (until 30 September 2016), as the original invitation to participate was to the former
Pittwater LGA.
The OLG has provided the wording of the recommendation as it appears below in order to meet
their requirements.
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RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY
That:
A.

By Order of the Council made by this resolution the area described in the report under the
heading, Description of the Declared area, be, on and from 15 July 2016 a declared area for
the purposes of section 15A(1) of the Impounding Act 1993.

B.

The General Manager arrange for the publication of this Order in the Gazette and for the
Order to contain details of the area declared.
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REPORT
BACKGROUND
Northern Beaches Council is one of three councils invited to participate in the Boat Trailer
Impounding pilot program, which commences on proclamation of the Impounding Amendment
(Unattended Boat Trailers) Act 2015 on 1 July 2016. However, Council cannot commence the pilot
until an Order is published in the NSW Government Gazette.
Council is therefore required to pass a new, more detailed resolution to enable the making of an
Order. OLG has provided wording to ensure the resolution meets legal requirements.
It is also noted that Council cannot take any enforcement action under the legislation for a further
28 days after the area is declared in the Gazette.
The previous report to Council dated 2 May 2016 and the Committee Recommendation Report to
Council on Proposed Amendment to Impounding Act 1993, dated 2 May 2016 are both attached to
the report for information.
Description of the Declared Area
The area described below and depicted in the map attached to this report:
“Area about 125.02 square kilometres: commencing at the intersection of the generally
northern shore of Narrabeen Lagoon and the shore of the South Pacific Ocean, and bounded
thence by the latter shore generally northerly to the eastern extremity of Barrenjoey Head; by
that head generally westerly to its western extremity; by a line westerly to West Head; by the
right banks of Hawkesbury River and Cowan Creek; by that creek, Akuna Bay and an
unnamed creek flowing into Akuna Bay upwards to Liberator General San Martin Drive; by
that drive generally south-easterly, West Head Road generally south-westerly and McCarrs
Creek Road generally south-easterly to Wirreanda Creek; by that creek upwards to the
generally western boundary of Lot 7306, DP 1132678; by that boundary and its prolongation
generally southerly to Mona Vale Road; by that road generally north-easterly and Powder
Works Road generally south-easterly to the northern prolongation of the generally eastern
boundary of Lots 2 & 4, DP 792962; by that boundary generally southerly, a line, part of the
northern and the easternmost eastern boundaries of Portion 76 easterly and southerly, a line,
and part of the generally northern boundary of Portion 77 and its prolongation generally
easterly to Deep Creek; by that creek downward to the generally northern shore of
Narrabeen Lagoon, aforesaid, and by that shore generally north-easterly to the point of
commencement. But excluding any national park, historic site, nature reserve, state game
reserve, state conservation area, regional park (other than a park under the care, control and
management of the council), Karst conservation area or Aboriginal area (as defined in the
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974)”.
CONSULTATION
A Community Engagement Plan has been developed following a workshop in May 2016 in
conjunction the three Councils participating in the pilot program, Roads & Maritime Services &
Transport NSW. The Office of Local Government has encouraged Councils to clearly
communicate to residents, businesses and visitors any areas where the restrictions may apply.
This is being achieved through the following methods of engagement as a minimum:


Advice on Council’s website, E-news and the Manly Daily newspaper



Relevant boating associations

TIMING
It is anticipated that the Boat Trailer Pilot Program will commence on 15 July 2016.
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RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS
This pilot program offers an opportunity for Council to assess the resource implications related to
the enforcement of the Impounding Amendment (Unattended Boat Trailers) Act 2015.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Nil
SOCIAL IMPACT
Each year, Council receives a significant number of complaints from residents and businesses in
relation to boat trailers that are causing parking issues, road safety concerns, residential and visual
amenity issues. The change in Legislation is to enable Councils to improve the management of
boat trailer parking on public roads and land, to encourage the use of off-street storage and to
better address the community concerns.
Throughout the three month pilot program, Council is allowing the community an opportunity to
provide feedback on the proposed new legislation.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The pilot program does not impose impacts to the environment and aims to address abandoned
boat trailers in reserves and streets within the former Pittwater LGA.
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ITEM 9.4

BUILDING FIRE SAFETY REPORT BY FIRE & RESCUE NSW - 21
ROGER STREET, BROOKVALE

REPORTING MANAGER

GROUP MANAGER DEVELOPMENT AND COMPLIANCE
SERVICES

TRIM FILE REF

2016/209694

ATTACHMENTS

1 Fire & Rescue NSW Inspection Report and
Recommendations - 21 Roger Street, Brookvale
REPORT

PURPOSE
To report to Council the findings of Council’s Fire Safety Officer’s investigation into essential fire
safety measures at 21 Roger St Brookvale, instigated by Fire and Rescue NSW (F&R NSW).
REPORT
F&R NSW conducted an inspection of the premises located at 21 Roger Street Brookvale on
3 September 2015 identifying fire safety concerns in relation to the Smoke Detection System and
Alarm System.
F&R NSW notified Council on 24 June 2016 requesting Council to inspect the premises to address
the concerns identified, as well as identifying any other deficiencies relating to fire safety which are
presented in a report in Attachment 1.
Section 121ZD of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act 1979)
requires that Council table such reports and any recommendations made at the next meeting of
Council.
Council is also to determine whether or not to issue an Order number 6 in the table to Section
121B of the EP&A Act 1979. Order number 6 is used to require the implementation of measures to
prevent fire, suppress fire or prevent the spread of fire.
Council Staff carried out an inspection of the premises on 28 June 2016 where it was noted that
the essential fire safety features within the building were adequate and do not require additional
audit or upgrade. Annual fire safety statements for the building are also submitted to Council
annually certifying that all essential fire safety measures are installed and maintained in
accordance with the relevant Australian Standards.
Council must provide notice to F&R NSW of the determination.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Nil
SOCIAL IMPACT
Nil
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY
That Council:
A.

Do not issue an Order number 6, but continue to review the essential fire service measures
for 21 Roger Street Brookvale as part of the annual fire safety statement submission
process.

B.

Provide notice to Fire and Rescue NSW of the above determination.
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ITEM 9.5

ADOPTION OF NORTHERN BEACHES COUNCIL SECTION 94A
PLAN 2016

REPORTING MANAGER

GROUP MANAGER STRATEGIC PLANNING

TRIM FILE REF

2016/196237

ATTACHMENTS

1 Draft Northern Beaches Council Section 94A Plan 2016
(Included In Attachments Booklet)
REPORT

PURPOSE
To seek Council’s approval to adopt the Draft Northern Beaches Council Section 94A Plan 2016
(Draft Plan) to allow expenditure of development contributions in the 2016/17 financial year.
REPORT
At its meeting on 2 June 2016, Council resolved to place the Draft Plan on public exhibition in
accordance with the requirements of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000.
The consultation has been completed and Council may adopt the Draft Plan.
CONSULTATION OUTCOMES
Council publicly exhibited the Draft Plan from 3 June 2016 to 1 July 2016 (29 days). The exhibition
included:


Advertisement in the Manly Daily



Emails to community members



Documents accessible at the Civic Centre and on Council’s website.

Four submissions were received during the public exhibition. One submission was also received
during a previous exhibition of the Draft Plan by the former Warringah Council from 2 April to 2
May 2016. Issues raised in the submissions are summarised below, together with Council’s
response:
Submission Summary

Council Response

Support for Council’s Sports Capital
Assistance Program.

Agreed.

Need for an indoor cricket training
facility in the Northern Beaches region.

A change to the Plan is not supported.

Need for a synthetic field at the Aquatic
Reserve.

A change to the Plan is not supported.

An indoor training facility for cricket and other sports may
have a strong benefit for the northern beaches. However the
business case has not been established and it is not
consistent with the level of service provided to any other
sport on the northern beaches. Nor is there strong evidence
that cricket participation rates require such a high quality and
costly facility.

The proposition of a synthetic sportsfield at Aquatic Reserve
is not supported. The construction of a synthetic sportsfield
suitable for cricket at this location would displace the current
users and Council does not have the immediate capacity
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elsewhere to accommodate these users.
Council should increase the amenity of
Condamine Street in Manly Vale to
support local residents and businesses.
The area could be improved by adding
trees, café's and community meeting
spaces to help create a 'village feel'
with a positive ambience.

A change to the Plan is not supported.

Dissatisfaction with lack of projects in
the Freshwater area funded by Section
94A, given the development being
undertaken in the suburb.

Projects are not included in plans for 2016/17 but will be
considered for future years. While the projects suggested by
the writer are consistent with the Open Space Strategy, a
more focused Masterplan will be developed for the
Freshwater Beach area to look at integration. This will help
set priorities and timing for a range of projects in the area,
and a funding plan for the next ten years.

Community gardens provide many
benefits for families and
neighbourhoods. Council should use
Section 94A funds to develop
community gardens across the Council
area.

The former Warringah Council maintained a policy for
Community Gardens (Policy No. PL 770 Gardens). The
policy supported the establishment and operation of
community gardens on Council owned or managed land. The
policy allowed for grants to be provided for start-up or
development of community gardens. The grants program is
under review.

Transport for NSW is proposing to construct a new
northbound and southbound bus stop and a new multi-deck
commuter car park on Condamine Street at Manly Vale. This
is likely to include some streetscape improvements. Council
will consider other complimentary improvements in Manly
Vale as part of these works.

No changes to the Draft Plan have been made.
TIMING
If adopted by Council, the Draft Plan will legally commence on the day notice is given in a local
newspaper of its adoption. It is proposed to give notice in the Manly Daily on 16 July 2016. All
development applications and complying development certificate applications lodged on or after
this date will be subject to the provisions of the adopted Plan.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Nil
SOCIAL IMPACT
Nil
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil

RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER PLANNING & COMMUNITY
That Council adopt the Draft Northern Beaches Council Section 94A Plan 2016 to commence on
16 July 2016.
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10.0

TRANSFORMATION, PEOPLE & CULTURE DIVISION REPORTS

ITEM 10.1

NOTES OF THE IMPLEMENTATION ADVISORY GROUP AND
LOCAL REPRESENTATION COMMITTEE MEETINGS

REPORTING MANAGER

GOVERNANCE MANAGER

TRIM FILE REF

2016/209897

ATTACHMENTS

1 Notes of the Implementation Advisory Group Meeting held
on 8 June 2016 (Included In Attachments Booklet)
2 Notes of the Local Representation Committee (LRC) meeting
held on 15 June 2016 (Included In Attachments Booklet)

REPORT
PURPOSE
To report the notes and confirm actions from the Implementation Advisory Group (IAG) and Local
Representation Committee (LRC) meetings held on 8 June 2016 and 15 June 2016.
SUMMARY
The meeting and assoicated documents are being reported to Council.
Committee
Implementation Advisory Group
Local Representation Committees (Social, Economic &
Environment)

Meeting Date
8 June 2016 – Meeting Notes
15 June 2016 –Meeting Notes

ACTIONS
IAG: The following IAG actions were recorded:


Delegation for Citizenship Ceremonies to be confirmed



List of IAG and LRC members and staff contacts to be circulated



Revised IAG and LRC meeting schedule to be circulated



Council has started analysis of these committees and will report back progress to the IAG for
further input

These actions can be completed within current operational resources.
LRC: No actions recorded
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Nil
SOCIAL IMPACT
Nil
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Nil
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RECOMMENDATION OF DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER TRANSFORMATION, PEOPLE &
CULTURE
That Council note the meeting notes from the:
A.

Implementation Advisory Group meeting held on 8 June 2016 and approve all actions to be
progressed within current operational resources.

B.

Social, Economic and Environment Local Representation Committee meetings held on 15
June 2016.
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15.0

MATTERS PROPOSED TO TAKE PLACE IN CLOSED SESSION

RECOMMENDATION
A.

That, in accordance with the requirements of Section 10A of the Local Government Act 1993
as addressed below, Council resolve to close the meeting to the public to consider and
discuss:
a

Item 15.1 RFT 2016/011 - South Curl Curl Seawall Works on the basis that it involves
the receipt and discussion of commercial information of a confidential nature that would,
if disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied it
[10A(2)(d(i)) Local Government Act 1993].
This report discusses pricing provided in a confidential tender and the disclosure of this
matter in open meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest in
maintaining openness and transparency in council decision-making because the
disclosure of this information would confer commercial advantage upon the contractor's
competitors.

b

Item 15.2 RFT2016/039 - Narrabeen Lagoon Entrance Clearance Works on the basis
that it involves the receipt and discussion of commercial information of a confidential
nature that would, if disclosed, prejudice the commercial position of the person who
supplied it [10A(2)(d(i)) Local Government Act 1993].
This report discusses a confidential tender submission and the disclosure of this matter
in open meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest in maintaining
openness and transparency in council decision-making because the disclosure of this
information would prejudice the commerical position of an organisation and offer a
commercial advantage to future prospective contractors.

c

Item 15.3 Tender T03/16 - Provision of Consultancy Services for the Newport Flood
Study on the basis that it involves the receipt and discussion of information that would, if
disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is
conducting (or proposes to conduct) business [10A(2)(c) Local Government Act 1993].
This report discusses individual respondent’s tender submissions and the disclosure of
this matter in open meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest in
maintaining openness and transparency in council decision-making because the
disclosure of this information would confer a commercial advantage to prospective
tenderers for this type of consultancy tender.

d

Item 15.4 Tender T04/16 – Provision of Consultancy Services for Undertaking the North
Narrabeen Lagoon Overland Flow Flood Study on the basis that it involves the receipt
and discussion of information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage
on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct) business
[10A(2)(c) Local Government Act 1993].
This report discusses individual respondent’s tender submissions and the disclosure of
this matter in open meeting would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest in
maintaining openness and transparency in council decision-making because the
disclosure of this information would confer a commercial advantage to prospective
tenderers for this type of consultancy tender.

e

Item 15.5 Purchase of Land for Roadworks at Warriewood on the basis that it involves
the receipt and discussion of information that would, if disclosed, confer a commercial
advantage on a person with whom the Council is conducting (or proposes to conduct)
business [10A(2)(c) Local Government Act 1993].
This report discusses the negotiated sale price of two parcels of land and the
associated costs of this process and the disclosure of this matter in open meeting
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B.

would, on balance, be contrary to the public interest in maintaining openness and
transparency in council decision-making.
That the resolutions made by the Council in Closed Session be made public after the
conclusion of the Closed Session and such resolutions be recorded in the Minutes of the
Council Meeting.
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